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TVA power charges will edge
downward again in May under tke
monthly formula that keys these-
charges to fuel and related costs for the
power system. For home consumers,
May charges will be 26 cents per
thousand kilowatthours below April
levels.
Under the most widely used local rate
schedule for home electric service in
the TVA area, the charge for the first
4,000 ItikrratlhOtrs =On ahome_will
- be $22.59 in May — the4owest level
since the spring of 1975. The com-
parable bill last September was about
16 per cent higher at $26.18,
This will be the seventh decline in
eight months for these charges,
resulting mainly from the low fuel cost
for power generated at Browns Perry
Nuclear Plant plus . the effect of
seasonal factors.
Power system officials expect these
charges to begin rising in coming
months, because the same seaaonal
effects generally increase these costs in
the summer. TVA coal costs also are
expected to increase as the agency buys
more low-sulfur coal to meet
Environmental Protection Agency
compliance schedules for sulfur dioxide
control at several TVA power plant's.
Meanwhile, TVA's latest quarterly
financial review indicated that a
general rate adjustment will probably
...be- needed this year to cover rises in
other power supply costs, such as in-
terest expense, supplies and labor. The
last increase to cover those costs was
adopted at the end of 1974, and they
have continued to rise since that time.
May power charges will be on the low
end of the range that has prevailed for
the past two years, since TVA rates
were pushed sharply upward by a
dramatic increase in coal prices in 1974.
Murray,_Ky., Monday Afternoon Apnl 18:1977-4
TWO KILLED—Two persons were killed and another person was injured in a two-vehicle accident Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy W. Burkeen, Route One, Dexter, were killed when their car collided with a tractor-trailer on Highway 94
East.
- -
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Plans For 13th Annual Charity
Ball Announced By Committee
Plans for the 13th arumalCharity Ball
were announced today by the planning
committee. Chairman for this year's
Charity which will be held Saturday,
June 4, is Mrs. Charles Hoke. Mrs.
Samuel Housilen is co-chairman.
The Charity Ball has been an annual
event locally since-1965 to raise money
for the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center. In those
12 years, approximately $27,000 has
t #j'%, is" j
180 -4111 ttt 4,4 • •
4 - • .A
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CHARITY BALI. PLANNED—Mrs. Charles Hoke, chairman of the 1977
Charity Ball, recently visited with friends at the Murray DarCare Center. All
proceeds from the Charity Ball will be donated to the Murray-Calloway
County Mental HealthCenter. This year's ball will be held Saturday, June 4,
at the Murray Country Club.
inside today
Photo by Wilson WooNey
Foach Bill Cornell's distance medley reray team at
Murray State stunned everyone at the Dogwood Relays
Saturday with a new school record, a new Dogwood
record, and the fastest time in the world this year. Sports
Editor Mike Brandon has the story on Page Nine, in
today's sports section.
President Carter Is preparing to warn the American
people that the sky is falling" as far as energy is con-
cerned and that there must be sacrifices now to hold off
abrupt and painfull shortages in the future. See the story
on Page 12 of today's issue.
partly cloudy
Partly sunny today with slight
chance of showers and possibly a
few thundershowers, high in the
low 80s. Showers and thun-
dershOwers likely tonight and
continuing Tuesday. Low tonight
from the upper 50s to low 60s._

















bien donated to the center which is _
located at 702-4 Main Street. The two




at the Murray Country Club and music
will be provided by the Louis -Brown_ .
Orchestra from Nashville.
Arrangements have again been made




A heavy load of patients in x-ray
has necessitated a request for ad-
ditional volunteer help, Jean
Blankenship, Red Cross executive
director, said today.
The duties of this--------include
assisting a patient from the hospital
room to the x-ray laboratory, tran-
sporting records, and otherwise
providing extra patient care during the
time in which the patient is being x-
rayed.
Red Cross Oolanteers will be given an
orientation session and on-the-job
training. They will be required to
purchase the uniform or smock and
wear rubber soled shoes.- For further




Brent Manning, Murray chief of
police and the chairman for the Cystic
Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon held Saturday at
Murray High, said today that according
to initial estimates, the event raised
about $500.
"We didn't have a large number of
people turn out for the event but the
ones that did were very dedicated,"
Manning said.
"One young man, Tommy Thornton,_
had about 160 spohsors. And Freddie
Higgins, who rode last year in the Bike-
A-Thon, rode 50 miles," Maiming' ad-..
ded. 
,
Trevor Mathis rode-34 milts while
Thornton rode 32.
Others riding in the 'event were -
Johnny Caruthers, Michael Tabers„
Timothy Beane, Scott Vaughn, Christi
Smith, Eddie Rogers, Joe Walker and
Gene Dowdy.
The grand prize, a 10-speed bike, will
be given to the person who brings in the
most money. It will not be known for
several weeks who won the bike, which
was purchased at a discount fAm
Spoke & Pedal.
Other merchants furnishing prizes
for the Bike-A-Thon incluad Roses.
Dennison-Hunt, Mr. L's, J&B Muse
Center, The Gallery, Big K, Uncle
Jeff's, Chuck's Music Center, TN.
Service Center, Rudy's, DeVanti's, The
Little Toy Box, The Murray Theatres.
Sunset Boulevard, Fancy '.Plants
George Hodge and Son, Andersor
Electric, Osborene's Painting Service
Storey's Food Giant, Kentucky Lake 01
Company, Bank of Murray, People-
Bank and Donald-A. Jones,•attorney.
patio to provide additional seating. . •
Tickets will go on. sale Wednesday, -
April 20. Cash donation i are also ac-
cepted and should be directed to Mrs.
Howard Titsworth, 1316 Olive Blvd.,
KY: - - • - --
Committee chairmen fdr thii year's
'ball afto: M. Howard—TttsWOrth,
donations; Mrs. Jerry Grogan and M.
„Joe Rexroat, , publicity; Mrs. Joe
- Prince, - band- augeinents; Mrs.
Charles Walston, finance; Mrs. Dwain
Taylor "and Mrs. Bill Hopson, patrons
(tickets); Mrs. Dan Boaz and Mrs.
Billy Dan Crouse, decorations; Mrs.
\ Gary Haverstock, table decorations;
-MrsTiilil11, Mrs. James T.
- -Thompson- and-Mrs,---Riehaed Kinghl
refreshments; Mrs. George Oakley,
table reservations. Wilson Woolley is
-donating his time as photOgrepher.
- One Section — 12 Pages
Two Killed
In Accident  
Two persons were killed and another
critically injured in a car-truck ac-
cident Sunday afternoon.
Roy W. Burkeen, 74, Route One
Dexter, and his wife, Lorene W.
Burkeen, 61, were fatally injured when
their car collided with a semi-trailer
truck 4.2 miles east of Murray on High-
way 94. The accident occurred at 1:20 p.
Kentucky State Trooper. Louis TOdd,
who investigated the accident, said the
truck, a Murray 'Silica Sand 'Vehicle,
was driven by Larry Joe Rogers, 811
seriousl
North ly64Vtreet. Rogers was not
ed.
Trooper Todd said the car was going
west on Highway 94 and the truck was
going east when the accident occurred.
Todd reported that the car apparently
skidded with its brakes locked for some
distancer and then turned left into the
path of the truck.
Injured in the accident was Avis
Childr_ets. also-oL,Route One Qexter,
who Was listed in critical conditron in
the intensive care unit of Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, this morning.
Calloway County Coroner Max
Morris was 'called to the scene and
pronounced Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen dead
at the accident scene.
Both Mr. and Mrs. iBurkeen were
members of the Palestine United
Methodist Church where 'funeral" ser-
vices will be held Tuesday at four p.m.
with burial to follow in the Palestine
Cemetery. They were married in
Decprnber-1946.
Friends- may call at the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home after-610 p.m.
tonight Monday)1 where Masonic rites
will be conducted at eight p.m. tonight. administration's two-year, economic
Mr. Burkeen was a fifty .year Stimulus package. The Senate Finance
member of Temple Bill Lodge No. 276 Committee scheduled a meeting
Free and Accepted Masons and was an - Tuesday morning.
Army veteran of World War II. He was Before leaving for a 10-day Easter
a retired employee of the Calloway recess, the Senate had scheduled the
.County Road Department. and had big Carter tax bill for immediate at-
served as Magistrate of the Calloway- - tention on its return today. The House
County Fiscal Court. already passed a version that included
Bern April 16, 1903, in. Calloway Carter's plan to send $50 rebates to
County, he was the son of the late A. J. See CONGRESS,
Sune Burkeen and Medie . Peeler Page 12, Column Four
Burkeen. He was preceded in death by
one sister, Mrs. Hudson (Ruth) Morris,
in 1965, and one brother, Barnes W.
Burkeen, in 1972.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs.
Cleve- i-E-uia- Grace) Parrish, Dexter
Route One, and Mrs. 011ie (Jewell)
Jones, Hardin Route One; sister-in-law,
Mrs. Ola Burkeen, Almo; several
itiOSO6 and nephews.-
Mrs. Burkeen was the former Lorene
Williams, who was the-'daughter of
Hardie Williams of Dexter Riiite One,
who survives, and the late Myrtie Lee
Williams.-She was born June 15, 1915. in
Calloway County, and is also survived
by her sister, Mrs. Childress, and one
nephew( Edgar Childress, both of
Dexter Route One.
Mrs. Burkeen had worked at the
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray State





WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Senate
abandoned plans_ to take up President_
Carter's economic stimulus tax bill
today, because he has discarded
propdsals for a PO payment to most
Americans. -
Sources close tollie bill's -managers
said they decided on further discussions
as to hovr' to handle the remnant of the
tax bill, a major component of the
Local Debt Load Expands
Considerably In Recent Months
To what extent have Calloway County
residents been utilizing the installment
credit available to them in their recent
stepped-up spending for consumer
goods?
How large is their debt load, relative
to income, .and how well .are they
managing it?
As in other parts of the country, there
was an ,uptani in consumer spending in
recent months, especially in December,
causing-the- debt' load -16-eipand con-
siderably.
From the standpoint of business, this
was a good sign. It was a solid Indicator
of an economy that was on the rise.
-People were again in the marketplace
for new cars, washing mac,hines.
furniture, refrigerators and other
costly goods and services.
Because most of it was bought on
credit, as usual, the increase in the debt
load reflects the increase in consumer
buying. -
Nationally, according to figures from
the Federal Reserve Board, consumer
credit at the beginning of the year was
at a three-year high, nearly $179 billion.
It was 10 per cent more than -a year
earlier. Auto buying was the chief
. -reason. 
. -
--le Calloway County, based upon
average earnings and spending locally
and upon the national findings, the
amount of Installment debt outstanding
is estimated at $1,800'per family.
In general, the debt load is Eidrealent
to about one-seventh of net, disposable
income.
That. is the average. Some families
have bigger obligations than that and
some have much smaller ones. There•is
a small proportion that-buys for cash
and has no installment debt at all.
As for the Calloway County
population as a whole, the amount of
such debt outstanding at the beginning
of the year was approximately
$18,051,000, it is estimated.
The largest part of it consisted of
loans -for car purchases. Most of the
rest was for other consumer buying, for
personal loans and loans for home
repair and modernization. Mortgage
loans, charge -actouhts and single
payment sans are not included. They
do not fall into this category.
Some 15 per cent of the average local
family's after-tax income, or about $150
per month, is needed to meet the in-
stallments on its debt, it is calculated.
VERIFYING MILEAGE — Phil Owens (extreme left) punches the lap cards of several participants in the bike-a-thon to
erify the distance they rode. The youngsters will show their verification cards to their sponsors, who donated a certain











What kind of clay will
tomorrow be, To find out whal
the stars say, read the forecast
given for ycitir birth Sign.
ARIES
21 to Apr: 20) 1r
A day for action! Be slure,
however, that your energies are
directed into constructive
channels. Don't wait until
APRIL 19, 1977
remain serene and tolerant.
Where things seem to be in a
slump, use your imagination to
irileet new vigor.
SAGITTARIUS . jeroo
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Curb a tendency to he overly
critical. Don't look for flaws in'
every matter that comes up.
Emphasize tolerance and
eizors-art rominitted before-,-;"`"int'ss' '
you get better organized.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good period for introducing
new ideas; also for developing
those of others. Streamline your
activities with both quality and
productivity in mind.
GEMINI
4 May 22 Co June 21)
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures if you don't keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your byword.
CANCER
(June 22 to July, p) aso
-Some restraint in order. Also
some rechecking of plans.
Prospects brightening in
several areas. Be sure to make
the most of them.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) a(g
Don't change plans or
methods without first con-
sulting all concerned'. Study
where changes ARE needed,
however, and to what degree.
Press for efficiency. interesting, action-filled life.
VIRGO You are suited to either the
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Balance earnings against
expenditures. Also, as with Leo,
study where tactics, moves
_ ,shouLd be .altered, stepped up
slowed down. A day for
thoughtfut-appraisal.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) g-L-41
Don't abandon a project just
because someone else may not
be enthusiastic about it, but
listen to their ideas anyway.
There COULD be some ,angles
you have overlooked.
SCORPIO ,
lOct. '24 to Nov. 2/)
Dealings with others may
liave their ups and downs: YOU
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1
Familiar matters favored
rather than new enterprises.
You may encounter tense
feelings in some areas. Keep
your balance and look at the
bright side othings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Put inferences, conceded
facts and other material
together and scrutinize well;
then you will be surer when you
make decisions and mOve
ahea51.
PISCES -1(
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20).
This will be a day calling for
good judgment. Do not let
unespectenituations ruffle you
and do not let yourself be
pushed into egoneous paths by
the prodding"tif others.
YOU BORN TODAY are en-
dowed with great versatility




Will be at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
conference room at 7:30 p. m.
with Dr. H. S. Jackson as
"ealter._
M Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Triangle Inn.
.....r.•••••••••••••
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will mett at
7:30 p. m. at the Murray Art
Guild and then to the club
house for business and social
hour.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,









Joint recital by Ranelle
Rigney, soprano,
Elizabethtown, and Vicki
Hays, French horn,- Paducah,
will be at 8:15 p. m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU. — • -
Tuesday, April 19
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Bonicha Williams at one
p.m.
Murray Shrine Ladies
Sewing Group will meet with




Tofi '—Murray —tifii6 eill
meet at seven p. m. at the
Health Center. •
Dexter Seninr' Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. tn. at the
Dexter Center.
Music Department, Murray.
Wornan'a Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m: at the club house.
Hardin Senior Citizena
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to terve. m. and shopping
from ten a. m. to four p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with arts
and crafts at 10:30 a. m., sack
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p. m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Murray State will play
Shepherd United Methodist
Western Illinois University at
Church will meet at 1:30 p. m..
meel---Erer~ 
one p. m. in a track meet at
  _.Association Acteens will 
business world or the arts,
depending on your inclinations..
No matter what you undertake,
however, you are highly
original in your methods slid
sometimes confound others
with Your unpredictability.
Curb tendeneies toward im-
pulsiveness, temper tantrums
and lack of balance through
over emotionalism. Try to
cultivate poise and More
tolerance for your fellowmen.
Fields especially -suited-to-your`
talents: writing, painting,
business management, the law.
statesmanship, science and the




















For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
*gross ass COMM SWITOI
ICIAPARA II wmr oss•agy MINIICTIMIlf
1008 Chestnut
Thru Thur. FRIDAY
His whole life was
)010a,estimt a million-to-one shot.
Tim Wed.
Cd•ul I
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AD oil
•1".*"7." 1*
it Fellowship Hall -OF
Baptist Church at seven p. m.
Bluegrass-State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at seven p.
m. at court house.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at pew lodge
hall on Highway 121, Mayfield
Road, at seven p. m.
—• tr. pioffitqfpgalig=llteseatt.ANN44”ra,,--wieti-vihiltr-:!`
Club will meet with Mrs' Murray-State Ladies Tennis
Ronnie Bazzeil at one p. m. will meet the University! of
Tennessee at Martin at three
p.m. at the University Courts,
MSU.
Coles Camp-Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Austelle
-Crou.o. at 7:30 p. m. Opera _.1,Voriistiop Derr,
formance of "Act II" will be
Murray Assembly Raidbow held at Old Recital Hall, Fine
for Girls will meet at the new Arts Center, MSU, at 8:15 p.
lodge hall at seven p. m.
°POW. '0466*-




DEAR ABBY: For many years we West-Virginians have
,been trying hard to let outsiders know that we are not all
barefoot, illiterate, backward mountain folk. But no Matter
• how we try to point up our ..economic strengths, our
flourishing industries, our symphony. orchestras and our
cultural progress, someone always-shoots t1-8—EIONYM-7:̀
The media also does its part by playing up every West
Virginia coal mine disaster, prison riot, or national tragedy
or scandal.
Can you imagine our-delight when in a recent basketball
game, we West Virginia Mountaineers defeated Notre
Dame, the perennial powerhouse Irish, before a television
_ 
We are not all dumb Hillbillies: Cyrus Vance, President
Carter's choice for secretary of state, Robert Enlyrd,lhe
majority leader df the U.S. Senate, Pearl Buck, the famous
author, the late Pete Lisagor, a highly respected
newspaper correspondent, Peter Marshall, host of the
Hollywood Squartrs, actors 'Doh Knot-wand Fueity KnighL
and sports idol Jerry West were all from West Virginia.
We were very disapAinted when you, Dear Abby, our
favorite columnist, ran a letter in your column that read in
part: "Should we allow our daughter. a fifth-generation
American, -to be married without dignity like a West
Virginia Hillbilly?"—and you made no effort to correct that
writer.
Surely, an enlightened writer like yourself can't share
that bigoted misconception _of our beautiful Mountain
State.
I think you.owe us West Virginians an: apology.
PROUD WEST VIRGINIAN
MARTINSBURG. W!-'VA.
DEAR PROUD: You are right. I plead guilty to the sin
of omission. I should NOT have allowed that blatantly
bigoted remark to go unchallenged.
As you know, I try to keep my answers brief, but that is
no excuse for failing to set that woman straight.
I didn't realize the seriousness of my mistake until t
received an avalanche of letters from irate ,West
Virginians.
• I have learned a very valuable lesson. I apologize. Thank
you for taking me to task. I had it,coming;
Very truly yours,
Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: About unwanted visitors in a hospital:
When a patient has an unwanted visitor, if the patient will
just close his eyes and pretend he has dropped off to sleep,
the visitor will quietly leave.
I am a Gray Lady and I often suggest this to patients
who complain that company wears them out.
GRAY LADY
DEAR GRAY LADY: Take it from an old Grey Lady
leither wayl: Never underestimate the persistence of some
visitors. Some have been known to sit for hours waiting for
the patient to "wake up."
DEAR ABBY: In reply to DISGUSTED IN CHWAGO,
you-wrote: !Cone of life's most baffling mysteries is what
people Viee' see in each ether."
That caused me to, recall these words from "THE
LITTLE PRINCE": "It is only with the heart one can see
rightly: what is essential is invisible to the eye."
ARTHUR H. PRINCE
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69.700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Is is with plenstate.
that we announce
that Becky Blackford
has math; her selec-
tions from our bridal
• registry.








. Ladies' Golf Tee Off Coffee 
will be held at the Murray
Country Club at 930 a. m.'
with .thg Ladies golf Com-
mittee as hostesses..
Ladies day luncheon will be
at Oaks Country Club with
Mary Borariti and Sarah
Massey as hostesses.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community.-.
Center -at one p,
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Wayne Hardiest 1:30-p.m.
Murray State and Western
State Women will have a track
meet at Stewart Stadium,
MSU, at 2:30 p. m.
All-campus sing will be held







At the Spring Awards Banquet of the Murray-Kenlake Flotilla 27-5 of the C.aast Guard
Auxiliary, Riley Kay, left, received the Broken Compass Award, and Shirley and Bob
Johnson received the Bent Prop Award. Bob Johnson also received the Courtesy
Motorboat Examination Award.
Instructors for the Spring Safe Boating and Seamanship Class offered by the Murray-
Kenlake Flotilla of the Coast Guard Auxiliary discuss teaching strategies for the remain-
der of the course. They are, left to right, Shirley Johnson, Dot Mason, Nancy Schempp,
Neale Mason, Bob Johnson, Riley Kay, and George Betsworth.
lit it out.
Overeating could be shortening your
life. Obesity has been linked to such
ailments as high blood pressure.
diabetes, hardening of the arteries,
and stroke.
Even if you're not oxerweight, you
need to eat a balanced diet. Cut down'
on foods high in fat, cholesterol and
calories. Eat more fresh fruits and
vegetables.
How you take care of yourself
directly affects the cost of health care
for all of us. In the long run, good
health habits are the best form of
health care.. .and the least expensive.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're con-
cerned about the cost of health care,
and thinktherciannbeum health care
plan than your own good health care
habits:With all of us helping each oF
us, we can maintain quality health care
at the lowest possible cost.
Write us for information on quality
health care plans. Bind Cross and
Blue Shield and Delta Dental of
Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road,





















































































































THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMM Moodlay, AOC 18, 1117 .
-99" 79411199,19ongsrdnei, A. 1:1196-
7653 - Bowen, Kenneth, W.
7660- Bowling, Neil Wesley
7661 - Bowman, Michael S. ..
1 will on Monday, April 29, 1977 at 111:119A. M. at the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
public *ale to the highest bidder the folloWing delinquent tax
claims upon which a real estate assessment appears (the
amount includes the tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost). The claims sold become a lien upon the
property described upon.* face of the tax bill and are
subject to 12 per cent interest per annum.
(Signed) MAURICE WILSON
9H-ERWF. OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Bill No. - Names
37,--Adams, John B. 
106 - Allen, Kenneth  27.64
218- Bailey, Max E. 73.27
260 - Barger, ZeIrna J. 39.61
327 - Beaugard, Georgia 634
380--- Berry, Joseph  18.31
369- Betts, Marie Brandon 54.13
410- Blakely, George 9  00
459- Bolen, Lee B . 108.33
537- Boyle, Marvin 22.31





659 - Brunner, Richard N -. -53.70
695- Bukler, Lloyd 
839 - Cash, Sharon Hall
902 -Coats, Terra 





1170- Crider, Rowland L. 
1208- Cunningham, H. L. 
1216 - Cunningham, Theodore R. 
1260- Darnell, Wayne 
1403 - Drake. Werter Lewis HI 
1452- Durrant, Marcia A.. . ......
1628- Farley, Hugh L. ...........
1685- Farris, Tremon P., Jr 
1710- Fike, Bobby 
1711 - Fike, BObby 
1712- Fike, Bobby 
1713 -like, Bobby 
1714- Fike, Bobby 
1869- Gammons, L. D. 
1877 - Gardner, Ronald James 
2094 - Guthrie, Thomas Lee
2124 - Hale, Mrs. Wary 
2177- Harding. Bert 
2513 - Hubbard, Louise
2514.-Hubbard, Louise 
2531- Hughes, Glenda G 
2628- Hynes, Aloyce & Barbara Jarrett
2686 - James, Kerry D.
3004 - King, Crwen 
3106- Lampkins, Hal David
3389-- Matvin, Juanita R.
3534 - McGeehee, Desiree 
3573- McKinney, Robert G. - 
3641 - Morgan, Terry L 
3825 - Mott, KePheth 
4104 - Pannell, Joe 
4351 - Powderly, Edward P 
4505 - Reynolds, Charles H. 
4785- Rutledge, Havana
4786- Rutledge_Pete
4787 - Rutledge,-Pete Jr.  -
4948 -Shelturi;Dona1d E ............. . . . .
4965 - Shirley, Edgar 209.86
5063 - Skinner, Aberline  18.31
5086 -- Smith, Bolinie 68.89
5168 - SPann, Guy 114.48
5174- Spann, Joe H. 49.95
5175 -Spann, Joe H.  164.72
5176- Spann, Joe H. 124.79
5177 - Spann, Joe Hal 18.31
5178 - Spann, Joe Hal ..  51.60
5179- Spann, Joe Hal  40.95
5180 - Spann, Joe Hal 84.86







' 8  19
5189- Sparks, Maggie Martin 
5195 - Spencer, Jesse 
5359 - Summerville, Myra D.
5814 - Walls, Harold
5917- Walls, James
5853- Ward, Vera & Willie D. Reed 
5941 - Wells, Oina
5997- White, Mrs. Porter 44.93
6195 - Wof ford, Louise 6  07
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
6317 -Abernathy, Andrew 28.16
6336 - Adams, Bruce & James Witherspoon 67.82 •
6391 - Adams, James E. &Linda 765
6395- Adams, Jim 64.50
6432 - Adcock, F. D 765
6442 -1,AcIsit, Glenn 6  32
6459- Akey, Elizabeth 832
6473- Alexander, Clarence A. 5.67
6474- Alexander, Clarence A. 5  99
6491 - Alexander, T. G 174.19
6492- Alexander, T. G. 149.85
6506 -Allbritten. George • 6  32
6536 - Allen, David D. 9  42
6555- Allen, William H. 17.56
6633- Anderson, Richard 699
6663- Applegate, Carl 6.99





































. 39.61 10095 --Didion, 1Wwayne
6694 - Armstrong, Thomas J
6702- Arnett, Donald
6753 - Austad, Glen H.
6772- Ayers, Harley R. Jr.
6856 - Bakenbus, John F
6871-Baker, James E.
6962.- Barnes, Richard &Dora 
7054 - Barto, Oscar C
7078 - Baylor, Billy
7143- Beach, Virginia 229.77
- 7164 - Bean, William B.  35.18
.7184- .9eane, Rubena 11.61
7197- Beatte, Archie A. 121.71
7201 - Beck, Clifford, U 6  32
7233 - Bell & Overby 699
7237 - Bell, Carl 6  99
7258 - Bellew, Belinda Sue .
7276- Bennett, Carl W
7297 - Beran, David A. 
7301 - Berkholz, Carolyn  '
7311 - Berry, Jerry M. di James S. 
7313 - Berry, Joseph N. . 10.29
7316 - Berryman, Doyle 699
7317- Berryman, Doyle  12.93
7359- Billheimer, John K ....... 21.54
7409 - Bishop. C. A.  12.05
7449 - Black, Ronnie 71.11
7451 -L Blackburn, Flake J. 9  90 .
7506- Blixt, Dean C.  6.99
















10150- Dodson, James Edward
10151 - Dodson, James Edward
10191 - Doolin, Robert 
10212-Dorris. Luther J.
10219 - Doster. John L. .
10270 Dowdy, Ralph
10285- Downey, Edgar
10291 - Downs, Ed 
10312- Drake, Werter Lewis III
10341 - Duke, Marvin J.
10342 - Duke, Marvin J. Jr  6.99
10346 - Duke, W. E. 832
10354 - Dunavan, Prentis 9  95
10357 - Duncan, Alfred E. 61.21
10372 - Duncan, Carl E. 26.8!
10388 -- Duncan, Eugene  18.29
10389- Duncan, Eugene  20.87
10421 - Duncan, Polie 11.61
10606- Edwards, Kenneth A  38.06
10630- Egan, Michael 26.49
• 10642 - Elbrink, Phillip B 7.65
10672 - Eli, Rayniond A. 765
10688- Elkins, Darrell 12.93
10689- Elkins, Dwain 22.37
10690- Elkins; Earnest D 150.11
10742 - Elliott, James 35.26
10743- Elliott, James H. 150.27
10748 - Elliott, Richard C 111.74
10750- Elliott, William J. 16.21
10811 Engle, Ralph 6  32
10843 Ernst, Thomas G. 20.87
10846 - Ervin, Dennis G. 699
10939- Evans, Wirt T 632
10940 - Evans, Wert T 567
10941 - Evans, Wirt T 12.3.5




11025 - Farms & Hornes Inc  11.61
11028 - Farrar, Lawrence 143.74
11042- Farris, Bobby Joe 963
11043- Farris, Bobby Joe 10.5811085- Faulks, James D 14.26
11125 - Ferguson, Edward R 599
11130 - Ferguson, H. W.
11182 -Fish, R. E.
11228- Floyd, Burlos
-t :43P-Vial=11 11aelSa°4"
7681 - Boyd, Leonard
7687 - Boyd, Tony T.,
7699- Braden, Given
--far- Grisson,Yiunea-- , • io.29 15580 - Marvin, Mrs. Bobby Jack Duo164.28 • 12194 - Gros, Leslie &7.$1 12212 - Guess, Michael
• 23-17 12349- Hall, Nakomis 
43355- Hall, Roy L.
7807 - Bray, Fred Jr.
7819- Brewer, Dorothy L
7858- Brittain, J. B.
7894 - Brookover, Richard 
7895 - Brookover, Richard 
7899- Brooks, Homer L 
7920- Brown, Dale
79813=13rotening, F. George 
7992- Bruce, Mrs. Logan
8015- Bryant, Charles  
8096 - Buhler, Loyd E. 34.77
8102- Bullock, Ronald C.  54.60
8124- Burks, Gerald MSG
8146- Burkeen, Daymon L.
8152- Burkeen, Eugene
8198- aurkeen, Paul & Ruby
8224- Burkhart, Harry A.
8233 - Burnett, John N.
8241 - Burns, J. W.
8244- Burress, John
8251 - Burton, Bobby
8264 - Bush, Doyle 
203.33 12534 - Harris, Donald W.
7  65 , 04557 - Harris, Willie& -4 
567 12578- Harry, CPT Robert E. 
1259Y- Hirt, Herman W 
21.87 12603- Hart, Ralph or Lyetta
 99 12607 - Hartman, Devitt L.
12623- Hauck, Allen W. 
12647- Haynes, George C 
832 12665- Haywood, David
12666- Haywood, Doris L.
12-18 12395 - Hampton, Emily .965  52 .13402 - Handley, 911orrence12.93 . 12413- Haney, Charles or Lillian M.
19-09 12438 - Hardison, Zilpha 
MAO 12190 - Harp, Leon N..Sr 19.29
 5.99 12492 - Harp, Leon Sr  63.48
567 12494A - Harper, Doris 51.288.32 12530- Harrington, Mackey L. 6  66
12.81 15926- McGee, Lynn T.
42.66 15936- McGuins, Gene
_ _4965 - hicliie,DonnaJean
 4.32 15966 - McKie, Donna Jean , . .5.67 
7.31 15967 - McKinney, Bobby 38.06
5  87 16013- McLeod, Claude Earl 28.18.
18.22
52.26 12696- Helm, Junius
10.95 12699.- Helms, James R. & Adriadff. Vancleave...... 5.67 12701 - Helsterm, John W.
.101.61 12703 - Henderson, Billy & Max Wiggins 863 16216 - Miller, Joseph C 84.33
...7.65 12710- Henderson, Joe W 28.16 
16234- Miller, Noah 6  99
34.77 - 16263 - Miller, Robert D. . 9.326.32 12723 - Hendon, Dorsey 
16285- • 3356 Milligan, James 5  98
6  32 12725 - Hendon, Dorsey 
8.32 12746- Hendrick & C T F4 • 16296 --Mills. Lela B. 3 .12M ffe-rnian, Joseph 16316- Minor, Wayne or Verla 21.54.28.- . . 5.99
5  9916332 - Mitchell. Elster R38.06 12865- Herrmann, David A. 7.62.
5.9916333 -Mitchell, Mater R. 6 99 12871 - Heski, Metro 8  96
12893 - Hicke, Shirley & Beverly  11.56896 12958- Ujggins, Wayne 37.30
12961 Hightower, Ernie 6.66
'078 - Cam, C. E7-7‘ Steve McNeelek
8400 Caldwell, Morris Est.
8446- Campbell, Burton L 
8546 Carrico, Letcher
8566 - Carroll, James E.
8596- Carson, Pat!.  64•69 12986- Hill, Frank W.8600- Carson, William R. 6 32 13018 Hill, Thomas R.8621 - Cary, Paul A. - 
13033 - Hindnian, Mary Billington
765
8645- Catet, Walter-M.  12.93 13048 - Hisaw, James R.
21.54 13124- Holder, Curtis ................ .26.14 .
13262 - Hopkins, Jerry 35.40. 6.32 
 14 893 
13263- Hopkins, Jerry L. 133.93. 
32
13292- Hopkins, Walter 18.22- -13300 - Hopper, Thomas C. 10.72
765
8  63
8719- Champion, Danny Steve
8770- Chatman, Linda S.  22.77
8778 - Cherry, Gerald D.
8828- Choate, Melvin
8986- Cobham,-Jan Brenda
9020- Colburn, Mrs. George 
9168 - Colson, Jean
9181 - Colson, W. Lonnie
.9202 - Conaway, Harvey J 
9232 --- Conyer, Donald D. or Thomas L.
9233 - Conyer, Donald or Helen or Michael D.
9289- Coon, Charles E.
9319 - Coaper, James P. Jr.
9444 - Cox, John E.
9534 Creekrrinr, Broadus
9563- Crittenden, Jarnes L.•
.9566. Crittenden, Barbara
9571 - Crocker, Bobby
9653- Culbertson, Don L.
9679 Cumbee, Hurl.,
114sanik, Koons* -
9910 - Davis, C. A.
9914- Davis, Dona* L.
0919- Davis, George B.
9920 - Davis, George F.
9936 - Davis, Ray 0.
9938- Davis, Robert
9947- Davis, Wayne
9998- Denham, Graham Est.
10019- Deniston, Louise M.
10044 - Dewey, Daniel
10084- Dieterlen, Carl L 
190867= Dietz, Jack L. Est...
••••I.
53.27
13341 - Houk. Vivian D.
699 13361 - Houser. Gary T.  ._
 23.51 13365- HousiOn, Charles 12.93
253.52 13378 Houston, Ervin R. 6  99
8  32 13410- Howard, Carl R. 44.676.99 13411 - Howard, Carl R.  67.82599 - 13448 - Hubbell, Larry ti 599
863 13713 J B J Corp. • 10.296.99 1
24.73 1 699
.4e , • a...699
- t  ' 6.32 '
6.32 1 48.63
7.65 1 10.29
6.66 ' 1 6.32
11.61 - . 1 . 11.57
7.0 1  ' 13.60
6.32 1
13.60 1
'3729- Jackson, Ernest I,. & Norman I.-McGee Sr • 10.29
3750- Jackson, Jimmy D.
377.9-; Jackson, Williarn A.
3783- Jacobson, tinda Star
3804 - James, Tony'
3846 - Jennings, James F.
3851- Jensehke, Stephan J.
3878 -L- Johnson, Alien K.
3903 - JoInson, Garvin A.
3965 - JOiner, William 7  65
396E:- Joines, Donald A. .31.44
6 32 13976- Jones, Alton
  8.81 14054 --Jones. Mrs. Edna A.
12.93 14055- Jones, Edward
. 6.32 14074 -Jones, Gerald W.
-30.44 14095- Jones, Mrs. I. Herman
. .6.99 , 14190 - Jones, James A.
6.99 14110- Jones, Jerry D.
6.99 14144- Jones, Marshall P.
-7 14190 Jones. Mildred M.
5  8.7 14182 Jones, Raphael





5499 14309- Keener, Harvey J. or George Beech
14310- Kenney, Edward M.
14325- Keller, Ronald V.
14329- Kelley, Elmer J.
14404 - Kennedy, Daniel L. •
14411 - Kennedy, William B.
14413- Kennemore, Marvin
14441 Key, David L.
14475 Kilgore, Gary Preston 69.44
14485- Kimbrell, Melvin 5.99
14522- King, Arvelee,   11.48
14542- King, James R. 12.28
14549- King, Walter H. 10.29





16345- Mitchell, Mary „ 666
16362 - Mitchuson, Obie Gene .. 31.44
16372- Moeller, Karl C. 832
16404 - Mondragon, Angel  10.62
16413- Montgomery, Jerry  55.70
16454 - Moore, Dottie 11.61
46517 Morgan, James H.  11.61
16571 - Morris, Michael Wayne  14.93
16603 - Morrisett, Riley Thomas 6  49
16614- Morrison, James R. 896
16625 - Morrison, Shelly ................
16670- Moubray, Kenneth Wayne
16676- Mudd, William J.





16679- Mulkey, Arnold K'  .... -.5.99
16785- Myers, Jerry J. & John L. Brown Jr  . 8.98
16894 - Nance, Bob 11.81
16823 - Nance, Raley E. 567
16878 - Needy, Edward R. • 11.28
16885 - Neher, Paul E. 765
16914 Qonald-G.  6,32
16917- Nestnid, Maurice J.  11.61
16994- Noble, Virgil or Lois K . • .5-9
169* Noble, Virgil 6r WM. Edward-Jr. . . r---1 - 6.32
16996 - Noble, Virgil 5  99
16997 - Noble, Virgil & Lois 8.86
17138- Orgon Wayne 9.96
17218- Ostrow, Stanley J.
17-219--Ostrow, Stanley J. ........ ...,..... ...... .8.32
17268 - Outland, Kenneth 0.  .166.99
17371 -Owens, Edward 11.61
17509 - Parks, Anna Lou 632
















11237 - Fogleman, John W  7.65
11326- fowler, James 8  47
11373- Freeman, William 7  98
11420- Fuqua, Neva 36.08
11551 - Gaddie, Gordon 5  99 -
11671 -Garland, John S 73.54
11672- Garland, John S 38.06
11673- Garland, John Sanders 135.90
11683 - Garland, Paul 34.77
11760- Gelsinger, Donald 0.  6.32
11801 - Gibbons, David F. or Margie R. 8  32
11848- Gilmore, Michael A. 10.29
11889 - Godwin, Jcfe E. 89€
11895 - Goff, John 26.15
11937 - Gooditin, Russel A 107.49
11955- Gossett, Effie M. 699
11969 - Graddy, Manuel 18.22
11970- Graddy, Manuel 10.29
11974 -.Graffis, Carl ... 6,99
11981 ---- GrahaM,Paul . . ,  11.5-
12000 - Graviett, B. E. & Dorothy 6.99
12082 - Greer, Jesse 26.82




14208- Jones, Velma W.  15.24
14228- Jordon, Jr. Christine .6.99
14222 - Keaco _533.88
896
•••
• 632 15559 - Mason, Robert 89.63
1.33
 81.37
6  17 15$16 --Masters, Donald
1-1.61 15646 - May, Leonard 7
.8-00' ----11049-.-48111Mennard. 
7  65 15666- Maynard, A. L
8 32 15668 - Maynard, John
15670- Mays, Emmett E.
24.83
9.63 15729- McClanahn, Leroy
15769- McClure, Lonian













67.82 16017 - McLeod, Jimmy 18.22
32 16032- McNally, Robert R. • .. 10.21
7  65 16072- Meeks, Elmo T.  7.31
16119- Robert 6.99
16141 - Miller, Charles E.   95.40
16142- Miller, Charles E. .. 8.32







14645 Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr.
14646-Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr.
14651 - Koch, Robert D.
14689- Kruse, Howard A.
14700 ---Kurth, Irene & Jack Hiland
14706- Kutchinski, John B.
14725- Lafferty, Dan J.
14800 - Lampkins, Derrell
14809- Lance, Ronald
14817- Lane, Gaylon
14838 - Lapp, Arthur C.
14922- Lawrence, Era
14923- Lawrence, Eva
14937 - Lawrence, Paul N.
14965- Lecompte, Carl
14967- Ledes, Claude P.
14995 - Lee, Jesse
15013- Lee, Robert
15032 - Lehman, John
15033- Leighton, Andrew J.
15067- Lewellyn, Lawrence T.
15086- Lewis, Melba
15087 - Lewis, Melba
15094 - Liddell, Oscar B.
15139- Littan, Donnie W.
15150.- Lively, James 0.
15174- Long, David A.
15195- Love; Philip L.
15204 - Lovett, David L. t
15220- Lovett, Kenneth A.
15244- Finley, Orne & Alma
15256- Lowe, kellie R: Jr.
15294 - Luebig, Margaret
15334 - Lyons, Luther
15348- Madden, John Liston
15349- Madden, William E. & Imogene ..
15361 - Madison, Dennis E.




15424 - Manion, Harvey
15448 -Manning, J.H.
15455 - Manrijng, Ronald E.
15484- Marine, Merritt
15491 --4191arlowe, James
15508- Marshall, Charles M.
15533- Martin, Harold B. & Julia
15547 - Maruschak,John4T,.










17743 - Peckenpaugh, Hugh L  .8.96 N
17782- Perdue, Bill  7.65
17809 - Perry, Kenneth --  12.83
17868 - Phillips, Charles M 875
17876 - Phillipa, Fred 18.22
17987 - Planicka, Lois A. 28.16
18002 Poe. tRiciardil- . 599
- 
18002- Polies, Charles W _   L9 98
 114114.1018062 - Powell, David A. & Sandra L. '-
6 3218103 - Prescott, Robert Eugene.34.77 71.n .. 
.18159 - Pritchett, Hughes E.- . • . 57.95
18178- Prpctor, Billie G. 7  85
18207 - Puckett, H. B.  .8.96
18242, Putman, Loren . 11.81
18272 = Ragan, Jackson C. Jr. 6.32
18284- Ragsdale, W. C. 12.83
18289- Raines, Edmund E. II  7.85
18318- Ramsey, Wilbur , . _ 5.99
18326 - Ransom, James M.  330.71
18361 - Ratcliff, Geneva J. 10.95
18373 - Ray, David 803
18387 - Ray, Richard .. .. 5  99
18464 - Reibitz, Ola Mae 10.95'
18486 - Retirement Acres 196
18487 - Retirement Acres .58.88
18488- Retirement Acres 8  32
18537 - Richardson, Dennis B. . .6.89
18.943 Richardson, Ralph R. & Jewell 7.96
18544 - Richardson, Rodney D. .49.42
, 18562.- Rickman, James E. .. ...   166.99
241.40 18568- Riddle, Bobbie R. 8  32
832 18580 - Riley, Clayton  850.35
- 18808 Burtheld 896
.9.95 18752- Robinson, Donald F.
7.98 18774- Roby, H. E.
7.65 18780- Rodgers, James M.
17,56 18792- Rogers, Charles H. Jr.
6  32 18819- Rogers, Orrin R.
181152 - Rooker, Rupert
18879- Rose, Myra L.
18889- Roseberry, Glenn E.


































19789 - Smith, Joe C. .
19839 - Smith, Sgt. Paul 
1,81..61 19853 - Smith', Robert G 96
19879- Smith, Walter H. & Bonnie
53.75
10.29 
19923 - Snow, Gladys
.7.55 
79936 =- Solecki, Raymond T.
9.63 
19944 - Sottile, Michael E..
19945 ---.,Souder, Eugene J.
10.79 
 ,
18950 - Rowland, Joe P.
18978- Rudd, Stewart W. Jr.
18979 - Ruddell, Clarence L.
19019 - Rushing, L. L.
19068- Ruzicka, Elizabeth K.
19126 -Sanders, Ira
19129 -- Sanders, Junior Lee
19138 •- Sanford, George E.
19192 - Schippert, Bill
19.195 - Schmidt, Robert V.
19205 - Schoellhomer, Richard
19259 - Soitt, C. W..
19265 - Scott, Curtis E.
19377 - Shaffer, James L.
19380 -- Shaffner, Ronnie B.
19381 - Shamblin, Jerry B. 7
19515 - Shipley, Donald
19546 --- Short, James iV
19580 Sieting. R
19663 Skrabal‘ Joe
19689 - Slok. Tom or Billy Stybr
19699 - Smith, Alfred F.
19711-Z Smith, Cecil 
9rf1 - Smith oHerman J.
19778 - Smith J. W._
rt
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FROM THE GOVE
We Americans have a bid habit of
buying things we simply cannot afford.
Of coarse, we are able to take the new
purchases home with us by charging,
them.
Well, to a great extent, our daily
consumption of fuel reflects a similar
attitude. We are able to charge the
daily consumption until the monthly bill
comes through the mail, so we have a
tendency to use- more than we really ,
need.
However, there is always a day of
reckoning. That's the time when we •
have to pay the bill. Well. -Once the
• priee of fliatiRUITIISOltigh,-Thattsytif
reckoning is getting more difficult and
even impossible for some people to deal
with.
In the past decade, we have become
rather accustomed to moderately-
priced fuel. However, the days of low-
cost fuel are rapidly disappearing. Add
to the-high cost of present day fuel the
severity of this past winter, and you _
could see why your fuel bill that came
In the mail a few days ago is so large.
Thus, we have to do something. We
simply cannot continue to pay the
astronomical fuel bills we have
received recently. Quite frankly, there
is not much hope for the price-of fuel to
go down. As the Arabs increase the,
price of foreign crude oil.- the refined
product we burn will continue to in-
crease in price.
The balmy air and blooming flowers
of spring tend to make the memories of
the problems of January and February
fade. But the coming of speirigdoes not -
signal an end to those problems. Our
energy shortage has been -creeping
Upon for"Soniee and Car' Unbar •
leaders are yet to find any solution.
Yet, solutions must be found if we are
to avoid drastic disruptions in our way
of life as well as the adverse effects
which can bring massive unem-
ployment.
We must increase our supply of fuel -
but we have to do a better job of using
what we have. The fuel we save is the
cheapest fuel we can buy.
Conservation must become the
leading edge of our energy effort.
Conservation does not mean doing
without — rather it means doing better '
with what we have through more ef-
ficient use of our energy resources. Put
a,simpter way,it means cutting out
waste.
Conservation makes good sense:
— It makes available additional fuel
for productive purposes much faster
and cheaper than developing new
supplies. •
— It can be important in saving jobs.
— It saves resources which must not
be used up in our lifetime.
— It can minimize environmental
damage by relying less on new
production.
— And it can save you money.
Conservation will be a foundation
stone in Kentucky's energy
The Department of EnerVis now
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.SURSCRIPTION RATES tn areas served by
carrier", $210 per month, payable in 'advance.
By mail to Calloway County and to Benton. Her-
dui, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmuudon, K v., and
Pahl, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn., $17.50 per
year. By :nail to her destinations, $32.30 per
Year.
Member of Associated PresS, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Assoelattori 10,0`
AO-eM windows and doors can save an
additional 20 per cent for heating. Be
sure to protect yourself and pick a
reputable dealer.
— Reducing-your temperature from
72 degrees to 68 degrees can save 15 to
30 per cent on heating. Cutting back to
65 degrees and to 60 degrees at night
saves even more.
— Reduce the temperatures of your
water to 120 degrees.
— Use all appliances efficiently -
your stove, washer, dryer and others.
And when new appliances are brought,
insist on energy efficiency even though
your initial cost may be a little higher.
If yini need inforMation atnut in-
sulation or conservation write: Ken-
tucky Department of Energy, Capital
Plaza Tower, 9th Floor, Frankfort, Ky.
40601 or call toll free.: 1-809-3-72-2978.
Remember, the fuel yet ante is the
cheapest fuel you can get.
RNOR'S DESK
Energy Conservation Plan." This plan
will touch on all phases of the Kentucky
economy and Kentucky life. A public
hearing will be held on the plan, .
probably in early May. Such a plan will
be mandated by the National Energy
Policy now being developed by the
Carter Administration and the
Congress.
I want State government to take the
lead in energy conservation. We are
already beginning a program of
"building audits ; " energy efficient •
policies have been put into effect for
nea buildings; thermostats are
prolierly 110t; state purchases wilt -•
reflect energy efficiency; and all
employees 'will be informed- of the
"whys" and "hows" of energy con-
servation.
An important component of our,
conservation program will be getting
over the message to the one million
households in the Commonwealth.
About 20 per cent of all energy —40 per
cent of natural gas — used in Kentucky
is used in the home.
We plan to put specific information
about the dollar savings possible
through conservation in all homes over
the next three years, When savings
exceed costs, it's good business to
conserve. •-
-But there are number of things which
you should do now:
— Give serious consideration to
adding insulation and installing storm
windows. This will cost money but you
will probably save in the long run. For
example, an investment of $200 or so in
ceiling insulation can save 10 to 35 per
VAN CURON
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By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — Eastern Kentucky
is still digging out from, Its worst flood
in modern memory.
Schools were the public properties
the hardest hit in the flood area. Fred
Johnson, assistant superintendent of
Administration and Finance, said the
rough preliminary estimate at mid-
week was $19,327995.
Some schools in the area are not
expected to resume classes until some
time__ this Week, and MX of_ them.
maybe not then.
Cawood High School in Harlan
County and grade achools-in LOyall and
Wallins were not scheduled to open
"until further notice." _
A spokesman at- Harlan said the
homes of teachers and school children
in these schools were so ."hard hit by
the flood" that they were needed at
home to help clean up. Harlan City
Schools were scheduled to open Mon-
day.
Bell County High School and Pineville
City Schools hadn't set an opening date
at midweek last week. Three schools in
the Bell County system were damaged.
Martin County had three schools
damaged at an estimated loss of
$234,000, Johnson said. Representatives
of the Atlanta office of the Federal
Disaster Assistance Administration
were touring the flood area last week
with representatives of the Kentucky
Department of Education for an ac-
curate assessment of damage. Johnson
said the e is blish howRUrPes eata
in your bill for lie:at-big' Adding" much federal aid the school districts
will get to repair the damage. •
The damage estimate to schools in
Harlan County was estimated roughly
at $903,850, 11 buildings were severelk
damaged and seven school buses were
lost.
-Three buildings were damaged in
Johnson County, 37 in- Floyd with a
damage estimate of $2 million; five in
Pikeville at an estimated loss • of
$4,700,000, including a brand new high
school that Opened last fall. Pike '
County schools 'had 29 buildings
damaged at an estimated loss of
$7,591,000.
' Perry County. one of thelightest kt
Easterh Kentucky, had thrtre' -
blditigs -damaged with an- estimated
loss of $240,000. Knott County's school
damage was estimated at $6,435.
Water was the main problem, but a
spokesman for the Kentucky Disaster •
This Week at MSU
MOND , APRIL 18 sored by the Essence Club, will begin at
A int recital by Ranelle Rigney, 7 p. m. in the Student Center
rano, Elizabethtown, and Veld Auditorium. For additional in-
ys, French horn, Paducah will begin formation, call Patricia Petty, 767-4347.
at 8:15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital Hall A senior trombone recital by Janice
'of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Crawford, Tell City, Ind., will begin at
TUESDAY, APRIL 19 8:15 p. m. in the Old Recital Hall of the
The Murray State Ladys will compete Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
with the University of Tennessee at SATURDAY, APRIL 23
Martin in a tennis meet, beginning at 3 A West Kentucky Conference high
p. m. on the University Courts on school track meet will be an all-day
Chestnut Street. event at Stewart Stadium.
Ati opera workshop performance of The Annual Murray 'State University
"Act II, The Barber of Seville" and Mathematics and Science Fair for
"Act I, Die Fiedennaus" will begin at elementary, , junior high, and high
m. in the Old Recital Hall of the school students in the region will be
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Both held from 8a. m. until Sp. m. in the
performances will be in English West Kentucky Livestock and
under the direction of Professor Henry Exposition Center. Awards in thirty-six
Bannon. . different categories for projects in
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28 biology, chemistry, earth sciences,
The Murray State Women will par- geography, mathematics, and physics
ticipate in a dual track meet with the will be presented. The public is invited
women's team from Western Kentucky to view the exhibits after 12 noon. There
University. at 2:30 p. m. at Stewart is no charge.
Stadium. The Graduate Records Examination
An All-Campus Sing sponsored bY Phi will begin at 8:30a. in. and 1:30 p. m. in
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota will room 652of the Education Building.
Tryouts for majorette and fieldbegin at 5 p. m. on the west steps of the
University Library. The public is in- commander positions, .which are open
vited to all students, with the Murray State
The Murray State percussion en- University Marching Thoroughbred
semble under the direction.of Professor Band will begin, at 9 a. m. in the
Tom Vanarsdel will perform at 8:15 p. University Fieldhouse. For additional
m. in the Old Recital Hall of the Fine information, call David A. Wells, 762-
Arts Center. 4395.
THURSDAY, APRIL 21 - A tennis meet between Murray State
Murray State will meet Vanderbilt and the University of Kentucky vvill
University in tennis at 1 p. m. on the begin at 1 p. m. on the University
University Courts on Chettnut Street. Courts, Chestnut St.
An organization for the 1977 Fall SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
Semester student teachers will begin at APRIL 23 AND 24
4 p. m. in the Student Center . Parents of Murray State students will
Auditorium. For additional in- be guests, of the Murray Christian
formation, call Wayne Williams at 762- Fellowship, Chestnut Street. The
2054 -visitors will tour the campus and
The Murray State Brass Choir under participate in the activities of the
the direction of Professor David Elliott Fellowship.
will perform at 8:15 p. m. in the Old SUNDAY, APRIL i4
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center. Honors Day activities will be held at
FRIDAY_, APRIL 22 Lovett Auditorium, beginning at 2p. m.
The Olney (Illinois) High School This is an annual ceremony during
Choir, directed by Diane Johnson will which more than 200 students will
perform at 9:30 a. nr. in the Old Recital receive 'awards, scholarships and
Hall of the Fine Arts Center. special recognition for academic
A three-term outdoor track meet with achievement, and 'leadership ex-
Murray State, Austin Peay and cellence. The public is invited.
Arkarisre State will begin at 3p. m. at SUNDAY, APRIL 24
Stewart Stadium. THRU SATURDAY, APRIL 30
Murray State will meet Tennessee Murray State offices will be ob-
Tech in a tennis match at 1 p. m. on the serving the National Secretaries Week
University Courts on.Chestnut Street, with Secretaries Day on Wednesday,
The Mr. Charisma Pageant, spon- April 27.
• r •
and Emergency Service Center in
Frankfort said portable filtration
plants had been shipped into the
disaster areas and fresh water was also
being hauled to some places and there
was no shortage of drinking water. The
chief problem in some of the areas is
that the water systems had not been
restored and there was no water supply
for cleaning purposes. Pineville was in
this fix last midweek. -
There WILINi. In& problem- the
spokesman said. Disaster Assistance
offices had been opened to serve all of
the affected areas and persons were
given food stamps.
A & P where their stores were flooded.
out, sent trucks, into the areas and were
selling from the trucks.
Jim Long, information officer of HUD
at the London emergency office, said
mobile homes will be moved into the
areas just as soon as places for them
can be prepared.
He didn't have a definite time table
on the movernent, but said he expected
them to start moving homes into the
area this week.
"People just don't understand," he
-said, "that utility hookups have to be
prepared, the sites graded and slabs
poured before a mobile home can
become habitable."
Long said that HUD is moving "just
as fast as possible" to get temporary
living quarters for those displaced by
the flood.
Another, spokesman at the Landon
office said many, persons were staying
with frieqds and relatives, many
outside the flood area. The heads of the
families are trying to do the cleanup
work in fruillaril where small children
are involved.. ,
10 Years Ago
Dr. Kenneth Harrell has been named
to head the History Department of
Murray State University by the Board
of Regents.
Deaths reported include Leonard
Cothran, age 65, Miss Brenda Cruce, L.
D. (toiliastl Outlantl, aged, Charles A.
_Turner. Mrs. Laura_ Lhmcan, and
Breathitt Noles.
The Murray Woman's _Club will
sponsor a Spring Home Tour on April
30. Homes to be toured are those of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Brandon, Mr. and
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, and Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Williams.
Bro. Jay Lockhart was the featured
speaker at the banquet helctby the Beta
Club of Calloway County High School on
April 7 at the Triangle Inn.
Miss Joyce Yarbrough, daughter of
Mr. and' Mrs. Chester Yarbrough of
Murray, will present her senior piano
recital on April 20 at the Recital Hall of
the _Fine Arts Building, Murray State
University.
go Years Ago
A song, "I'm Going To That City,"
published by Vaughan Music Company,
may bring quick success to its author,
Tilghman Barrow of Murray, ac-
cording to a feature story written by
Jim Dumas and published in the Ledger
& Times.
Mrs. Gold's Curd of Murray was
elected as a delegate to the national
convention in Washington, D. C., in
November at the state Woodmen
convention at Bowling Green.
John OW Pasco has an ad for lots in
the new Pasco Subdivision on Ryan
Avenue.'
Births reported include ahoy, Danny,
to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh B. Alexander on
April 7.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "Strategic Air Command",
starring James Stewart and June
Allyson.
OPINION PAGE




- Congratulations to sal Mitten= on
being elected as the faculty
representative to the Murray State
University Board of Regents.
Sal will replace Dr. Mark Cun-
ningham on the board.
0+0
Welcome home to all you folks who
went to the beaches last week. We
you enjoyed your vacation andhoped
iciod weather. -
The weather here at home was so
great during the week that we don't
think you got much of a headstart on us
on your summer tans.
0+0 .
THE YOUNG WORKER
If you're a teenager getting ready to
look for a job, did you know your age
can affect what kinds of jobs you can
get?
A free factsheet from the Department
of Labor spells out job limitations for 14
through 17 year olds. For your free copy
of The Young Worker, just send a
postcard to the Consumer Information
Center, Dept. 534E, Pueblo, Colorado
81009. _
If you're 14 or 15, you Can "do service
jobs like pumping gas, bagging
groceries, or bussing dishes — with
these restrictions: You can't work
more than 3 hours on a school day, or 18
hours in a school week. If it's a non-
4'schdteday, you can only work 8 hours,
apd no more than 40 hours ih a sas-
schoal week. And, you aren't allowed to
work before 7 a. m. or after 7 p. m.
except from June 1 to Labor Day —
then the evening hours are extended till
9 p. m,
You might wonder-what that means
for Paper boys or girls. That's a dif-
ferent story. You can deliver .
newspapers, act or perform in
television, movies, radio and -
theatrical productions, or work for your •
parents Ins nonfarm family business at .
any age.
When you're 16, you are eligible for
any job except those the Secretary of
Labor declares hazardous.
And when „you're 18,you can be hired 
. for any job arany time, For unlimited
hours,' whether or not the work is
hazardous.
Most workers whose emploYment is
covered under the 'Fair Labor Stan- ,
dards Act must be paid at least ,
minimum wage est — in most cases —
extra pay for overtime. Exceptions are
full-time students and apprentices who
may be paid less than the minimum
under special certificates issued by the
Department of Labor.
Farm jobs are different. A 14-year old
can be employed in any non-hazardous
farm job outside of school hours. And, a
18-year old can be employed at any •
time in any farm job, wether the work
is hazardous or not,
The Young Worker (free) is one of
over 200 selected Federal consumer
publications listed in the Spring edition
of the catalog, Consumer Information.
The catalog is published quarterly by
the Consumer • Information- Center of -
the General Services Administration.
You can get a-free copy by sending a
postcard to the Consumer hiformatiors
Center, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
0+0
The act of chivalry is not dead. We
heard of an incident in Atlanta where a
lady dropped a package on Peachtree
Street and a man kicked it back to her.
EARTIN,
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to.
answer questionsand solve problem—
Last. If you ban anceldes_or problem—
not answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
must include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 65
this year and-will be starting my Social
Security retirement_benefits and going
on Medicare. As are many people who
are near retirement, I am concerned
about my health care. Can you tell me
what types of health facilities are
covered under Medicare? N. S. T.
.> ANSWER: The following • types of
health care facilities can be paid for
rendering services to a Medicare
beneficiary: hospitals, skilled nursing
homes, ho?ne health agencies, in-
dependent diagnostic laboratories and
organizations providing X-ray services,
ambulance firms, chiropracters, in-
dependent physcial therapists (those
who furnish services in your home or In
their offices) and facilities providing
licensing requirements of state or local
health authorities.
In addition to this, all hospitals,
skilled nursing facilities and home
health agencies participating in the
Medicare program must comply with
%ale NI of the Civil Rights Act, which
prohibits discrimination because of
race, eolor Or national origin.
Always make sure the persons or
organizations providing service are
approved for Medicare payments. If
you are not sure, ask them.
Heartline has developed a book ex-
plaining the entire Medicare program
In' simple terms called "Heartline's
Guide to. Medicare." It gives a COM-
plete listing of covered services,
problem areas of Medicare, how to
figure reasonable charges, and a
SerripTe --firecllcare claim Tcir -m with
instructions on filling it out.
To order, send $1.50 to Heartline's
"guide ,to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. The
book has a money-back guarantee.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am going to retire
'next year. I will have an ample amount
of income, but I just don't think I can sit
still. I would like some type of small
business venture. Do you have any
ideas? K. C.
ANSWER: The Small Business
Administration in Washington, D. C.,
has a long list of free publications on,
this subject, such as handicrafts,
nurseries,- bookstores, job printing
shops, woodworking shops, hobby
shops, marketing research procedures,
basic library _reference • sources, real
estate business and many more. Also
seVeral booklets are available through
the Government Printing Office,
ranging in price from 45 cents to $1.
For a free list of these publications,
write to "Headline — Extra Income,"
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. Send a long, self:addressed,
stamped envelope with your request.
Bible Thought
And thinkest thou this, 0 man,
that judgest them which do such
things, and doest the same, that
thou shall escape the judgment of
God? Romans "2:3.
The judgment, as well as the bless-
ing of God is lair and just, falling
on each man as God directs.
Let's Stay Well
Does Publicity Trigger Violence
Q: Mrs. P.K writes to express
concern about a recent series of
violent crimes in different US.
cities Murders, boMploga and
the holding of hostages appear to
her to come in waves. She feels
that excesive pubhcfty in Ow
mass media and violence in our
entertainment trigger such hor-
rible events. She hopes that those
responsible for such publicity
and such forms of entertainment
cauld be Oersuaded fo avoid
_such programming.
A: Autherities admit that cer-
• tain publicized crimes soon
create similar ores, often it a
'short series.
The sensationalism associated.
with a kidnapping may be used
to try to promote a cause or call
attention by terrorists to an
alleged injustice in society. In
addition, the terrorists gain
satisfaction out of the notorliety.
While we want freedom of ex-
presion and freedom of the
press, some 'methods will
emerge to avoid such excessive
-publicity and viOlette in our en-
tertainment. A public debate is
already wider way and is hav-
ing an educational effect that
may solve the problems without
arty significant abridgement of
the rigtets of "other persons
. . •
Hasty, ill-conceived prohibi-
tive laws, some of which could or
would not be enforced, are no
wise solution probably no quick
solution will comt. An
enftghtened xlicopinion wilt
have a sure effect on the media
and entertertainment world, and
I predict more reaction against
abuses of freedom of exprifision.
Such a trend may, already be
• under way,
Each of us should eyries per-
sonal disapproval of acts of ter-
ror and their glarric-
should play them down. nrither„.
attention should be aerfftitf
• •
authorities or responsible per-
sons about any suspicious.
behavior or potential acts of ter-
ror. especially in an unstable
person. .
You are wise in asking that
persuasion be used. Public opi-
nion and individual assimption
of responsiblity as suggested are
very persuasive and the mot.
effective solutions available to
in.
More psychopathic persons
may have to be permanently
confined, especially repeaters.
until improved, effective.












*71 Gallon Fuel Tank
*Easy Access - Snap in/Snap out panels
*Convenient Grouping of All Controls
01111 Glass Cab with Full Visibility
In The Field Working Now!
Stop in and find out more-about the MF 2800
-•••••
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• EitiEtifit RECAST
Yearly Tax Records Must Be
Kept On File For Six Years
Once you receive youY in-
come tax refund, it's safe to
throw away your accumulated
records for the year, right?
WRONG!
-A refund only means that
the initial processing of your
return has been completed,"
says Helen Stevens, Extension
family economics specialist at
Keep the records for Your
1976 return until April 1982,
and hang onto those final
copies of your tax returns
indefinitely. Thercan come in
handy for lots of purposes.
"Keep a separate clearly-
marked folder for each year's
receipts and records," is Ms.
Stevens suggestion. "It's also
"An audit may still be a
couple of years away."
So, to be on the safe side, she
advises you to keep all those•
receipts and cancelled checks
around for at least 6 years.
That means clear back to
include your 1970 tax in-
formation.
0 $ •
fraud or evasion, IRS can go
back for as many years as
necessary.
"Don't panic if an IRS audit
does come your way, even if
you've thrown away your
records," Ms. Stevens adds.
It will be a whole lot easier
and less time-consuming if
you have 4ll your records and
•
LYNN GROVE CLASS-Officers were elected recently at
the nual dinner meetin of the Lynn Grove Adult Far-
French Tomato Epidemic




vice (ARS) have linked a new
type of virus particle they
know exists in the U.S. to a
severe epidemic of tomato
necrosis disease that occurred
in France in 1972.
proof metal safety box fsr
storing your important
papers."
If for some reason your tax
return is audited, IRS
regulations require such






a $40 to $45 hog market this
summer if they feed hogs to
weights over 230 pounds.
Al Herndon, manager of the
Heinold Hog Market at Fancy
Farm warned against a trend
developing in midwest hog
production areas. He-said the
70 Heinold markets across
seven midwest states have
detected an ihcrease in the
weights of hogs einning•-to
market, . - •
"Feeding hogs to weights
over 230 pounds will produce




Paid for by the candidate
lower levels. A producer.
might pick up a" few more
dollars on this load, but he
could damage. the pqce
structure for the whole in-
dustry, and pay for it on his
next load," said Herndon_
"If we're going to raise hog
prices we must keep hogs
current by marketing them
when they're ready to go at
weights under 230 pounds. If
producers maintain orderly
marketing, we could see a $42
to $45 . market by mid-
summer." -
•
Herndon- also pointed out
that producers could see
stronger prices than earlier
anticipated during the last
quarter of the year.
Heinold research indicates
pig losses duzing the severe
weather in late January and
February were heavier than
tite-USTTS--ptg--rrep- report
indicated. Numbers coming to
market later this year could
be substantially reduced.
Herndon urged farmers to
reduce shrink and death loss
during summer months by
making arrangements to
deliver hogs during early
morning or early evening
hours.
don't, they will accept and-or
help you reconstruct a
reasonable basis of proof for
most of the facts and figures
you have put down on your
return. Unless you have in-
tentionally cheated on your
taxes, you should have nothing
to fear.
Ms. -Stevens says that
homeowners should keep all
their records of purchase,
improvements, taxes, etc.
even if they bought their home
50 years ago. These records
are invaluable for tax
assessment purposes, resale,
loan collateral, estate plan-
ning and computing rental
value. -
If you'd like More in-
formation on recordkeeping
requirements, IRS has a free
publication, No. 552,.
".Recordkeeplcing Re.quire-
merits and a Guide to
Tax Publications." A
telephone call asking them to
mail it to you will bring it to
your mailbox in a few days'
time. In .Louisville, call 584-
1361; in Lexington call 255-
2333. If You live anywhere else
in the state, call this toll-free
number: 1-800-292-6570.
mers Sass. e inner, e
sored by the Bank of Murray. From left are Jamie Potts, in-
structor of the class, Rob Gingles of the Bank of Murray,
Terry Workman, secretary-treasurer, Henry Armstrong,
president, Mark Paschall, vice-president, and James Thur-
mond, of the Bank of Murray.





Walter (Dee) Huddleston says
the Federal Grain Insepection
Act Amendments passed last
week by the Senate will
benefit Western Kentucky
grain farmers and operators
of country_ grain elevators in
the state.
- The legislation,- . which
Huddleston floor-managed, is
designed to correct
deficiencies in the bill passed
last year by Congress setting
up the Federal Grain -In-
spection -Service. This month
agency will -provide_ grain
inspection services at major
Gulf Coast ports.
"First of all, the legislation
Commodity,Farm Storage, And
Drying Equipment Celan Program
On April 4, 1977 the Secretary of Agriculture announced












Who tan establish On IRA?
IRA's are available to any wage-earner. The
only requirement is that you not currently be a
participant in any other retirement plan.
If you're already participating
in a Retirement Plan...
Even though you're currently a participant in a
retirement plan sponsored by your employer, you, too, may
benefit from ap Ut.A. Under the new voluntary Federal por-
tability system, you can transfer your vested benefits from
your present employer's plan to an Individual Retirement
• Plan later, you can transfer them again to a new employer's
plan. Here is how it works.
Say you leave your present employment and take with you
your entire ve,ted interest in your employer's retirement
plan. N you placelhis interest in an PRA within 60 days front
the date you first became Abide to receive your payment,
no Federal taxes will be currently due on the amount you
received. Your payment can remain in your IRA until you
retire or get a new job. II you get a new job, you can, with the
consent of your new employer, transfer funds from your IRA
to the new,employer's plan tax-tree.
*-
ledividol Notirroarit Accounts wend an wcolloot opportunity
for yew to or,. for your owl and yew farolly's flowiciol socarity. Vfo
**id like fin 'opportunity to doews irltb yea, ffrdbaind, lino web
on account might benefit yea. Wiry out got lo touch whit as today.




passed by the Senate will
eliminate the supervisory fees
that would have been levied by
the new service - fees which
the Agriculture Committee
felt would have been passed on
to the grain farmer, thus
reducing the profit from the
sale of his grain," said
Huddleston, chairman of the
Senate agricultare sub-
committee on' marketing,
production and stabilization of.
prices.
"This legislation also
-eliminates some-of the record...-
keeping requirements for
country *elevators that were
thought to be both time-
consuming and unnecessary."
Similar legislation is pen-
ding in the House Agriculture
Committee.
"I, firmly believe the new
Federal Grain Inspection
Service will eliminate the
scandals that have occurred in
the past at the ports, thus
restoring the integrity of
Am -in- • put hsr--and ,




passed this week by the Senate
will assure that the individual
grain farmer and country
elevator operators will not be
harmed in arty way by this
needed reform."
1. Increased price-support loan rates for the 1977 feed
grains and soybeans crops;
2. Reduction of interest rates - effective April 1, 1977 -
on commodity loans from 7.5 to 6 per cent, and on storage
facility and drying equipment loans from 7.5. to 7 per
cent; and
3. Increased amounts and broadened coverage for farm
storage and drying equipment loans, and reduced down
payment provisions.
Feed Grain And Soybean Loan Rates
Loan rates for the feed grains and soybeans grown in
1977 are being increased over those announced October 13,
• 1976. The Wheat Loan rate remains at $2.25 per bushel.
The new and the previously announced loan rates for
grains and soybeans are:
Previously
Commodity Nei (per bushel ) Announced
Corn • $1.75 $1.50
Soybeans  3.50 2.50
Sorghum i• 1.70 1.43
'Barley _.  1.50 • 1.22
Oats  1.00 .72 -
Rye  •  1.50 1.20
According to the Secretary, the charge in the loan rates
is being made to prevent a disastrous decline in farm
prices and income if favorable weather occurs for crop
production this summer. Although the wheat loan rate
remains at $2.25 per bushel, wheat will have target price
protection at $2.47 per bushel. The pew feed grain loan
rates will be above the 1977 target 'prices of $1.70 per
bushel for corn, $1.62 for grain sorghum, and $1.39 for
barley.
Addressing the issue of acreage allotments, Secretary
Bergland said USDA if proposing alternatives in new
farm legislation which viotd eliminate them. The
Secretary added, "I urge farmersto carefully look at
demand prospects and market alternatives in planning
their operations this spring, rather than basing planting
decisions to build a history for future allotments."
• Interest Rates On Commodity Loans
Effective April I, the yearly rate on outstanding 1974-76
crop commodity loans were reduced from 7.5 to 6 per cent.
Loans for all 1977 crop donunodities will be subject to a 6
per cent interest rate for the regular loan period.
The interest rate on outstanding storage-facility and
• drying equipment loans which were subject to Ariable
interest rates, also were reduced April 1 from 7.5 per cent
to 7 per cent. Loans rn-de on or .after April 1 will bear
interest at the 7 per cent rate for the period they are
outstanding.
This announcement changes the policy of adjusting
interest rates every sla months on outstanding loans, but
it continues the policy bf letting rates at a level sufficient
to recover the Commodity Credity Corporation's cost of
borrowing money from the U. S. Treasury.
Farm Facility Loan Provisions
In addition to the lower interest rates,-this loan program
increases the, maximum amount to be loaned, broadens
items which maybe included for a loan, and decreases the
down payment required.
The maximum loan amount is being increased from
$25,000 to $50,000.• New provisions for loans also include
provisions to add concrete and wiring costs for structures •
and drying equipment, and • only a 15 per cent down
vaymet4 instead of the previous 30 per cent.
In determining the amount of the loan, storage needs
will be based on two years' farm' production, instead of
one year's production, as was required before these
changes.
..These changes .and the lowered intereit rafe.of 7 per




The importance of moisture
for tobacco plant beds is
continuing to be emphasized
by UK extension tobacco
specialists.
"Seed germination time and
immediately after the plants
begin to appear in the beds are
the critical times when the
plants need moisture," says
Joe H. Smiley, one of UK's
tobacco specialists. "Un-
watered beds can _result in
poor stands and -stunted
plants."
Smiley pointed out that
windy weather, which is quite
normal for the spring season,
can carry moisture away from
the soil surface, causing a soil
crust to form. As a result plant
beds may need frequent
watering, even though fields
ray be too moist to plow.
Smiley urged the growers to
check the plant beds
frequently to keep tabs on -any
moisture needs. "Frequent
watering at germination time
is recommended if the soil
surface is dry," he said. "If
the soil surface is dry, 150
gallons of water per bed will
moisten the surface
adequately."
After the plants are
established, however, he
advised that from 300 to 500
gallons of water per 100
square yards of bed may be
needed each week during any
given dry period.
Smiley made another point
for growers to check -T fer-
tilizer injury. He said if any
fertilizer injury begins to show
tip in the bed and the plant
stand begins to disappear, it is
a definite indication--the--bed
needs water. . .
infectious agent named
CARNA 5 and is part of
cucumber mosaic virus
(CMV), the cause of im-
portant diseases of many
horticultural and agronomic
According to CARNA 5's
discoverer, Dr. Jacobus M.
Kaper, a chemist at the
Beltsville AgriCultural
Research atter, the tiny
agent alters the disease ex-
pression of CMV in tomato
plants from the usual mild
symptoms to a radically
different and more severe
malady.
Dr. !Caper has Identified
CARNA 5 in all eight CMV
cultures so far analyzed from
U.S. crop material. The
cultures were taken from
tomato gUnts AllirYlsink
tobacco, cucumber and
spinach in Wisconsin; celery
crops in New York; dichondra
plants in California; and
pepper plants in the South. Dr.
!Caper has also found CARNA •
.5-in four, of five CMV cultures
from foreign countries.
Working with Dr. Kaper at
the U.S. Plant Introduction
Station in Glenn Dale, Md.,
ARS plant pathologist Dr.
Howard E. Waterworth
passed a culture of CMV with
CARNA 5 through a series of
healthy tomato plants. Each
successive plant had higher
levels of CARNA 5, and,
depending on the initial
amount. of CARNA 5 in the
virus eniture,-infeeted plants-
developed a lethal necrosis
very much like the disease
that devastated the tomato
crop in the Alsace Valley of _
France five years ago.
CARNA 5 is a completely
new form of infective disease
agent, say Dr. Kaper and Dr.
Waterwolth in the April 22
issue of Science, the official
journal of the American
Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science. The
agent is a small piece of
genetic material (ribonucleic
acid) located within the
protective shell of CMV but
not related to that virus. As
5 is the first
nucleic acid discovered that is
responsible for a distinct
disease, yet is genetically
different from he "helper"
virus it needs to survive.
.The ARS scientists say the
discovery of CARNA 5 could
help explain the erratic
behavior of CMV, v4iich tends
Researchers in France have
known since 1974 that CMV is





yellowing on tomato leaves.
This is followed by black









to cycle through periods of
acute -ifintkoins -and long-
spells of dorma,ncy. Outbreaks
of abnormally severe
diseases, such as the French
tomato necrosis epidemic,
could be explained, they say,
by an invasion of a CARNA 5-
carrying -strain-cif CMV or by
an epidemic CMV strain
suddenly nurturing the agent.
spreads quickly until the
entire plant collapses. The
disease symptoms do not
appear to move up from the
soil as do those of fungus and
bacterial diseases.
Controlling aphids which
carry CMV and separating
susceptible crops are the only
pr-evenbon measures-that can
be recommended for tomato
necrosis disease at this time,
say the ARS researchers.
Scientists must now learn
more about the physiological
function of CARNA 5.
CARNA 5 stands for
Cucumber mosaic virus -
emaciated RNA number 5.
Farmers Grain
And Seed CO.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
layers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered andCertified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.-
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404




MAY BE THE ANSWER TO
YOUR EQUIPMENT PROBLEM!
IF YOU'RE SHORT OF EQUIPMENT, AND NEED
ANOTHER TRACTOR, OR OTHER FARM
IMPLEMENT, WE HAVE IT .. TAILORED FOR
YOUR OPERATION.
-FOR LEASE -
• 4630 JOHN DEERE- •
• 1370 CASE
• 4020 JOHN DEERE
• 1066 INTERNATIONAL
• 3020 JOHN DEERE
SEE US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
ON OUR LEASING PROGRAM.
our Direct ot-Luie to rm mery At It's Best.
Just Another Soria, From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION Of HIGHWAY 111 & SEDALIA ROAD - MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452





























































Anthracnose In Plant Beds
Kentucky tobacco growers
have been warned to keep a
check on their plant beds for
signs of anthracnose, a
disease that hits the plant beds
and can cause severe losses.
Joe H. Smiley, a UK ex-
tension tobacco specialist,
said anthracnose is probably
water that flows over the area
from outside the boundary of
the bed. To combat that
source Smiley advised the
grower to be certain the- bed is
well-ditched and raised above
the surrounding ground so
that any excess surface water
will flow araund the bed and
-drain oft. Preparing beds in
that manner was termed a
safer practice than allowing
the beds to be level with the
surrounding terrain.
The tobacco specialist said
the infection may also be
carried on the shoes of
workers who have walked
through pastures and then
stepped on the surface of the
plant beds. He added the
disease has also been ob-
served in beds over which
livestock' have been allowedto
walk
One of the early, symptoms
of anthracnose is the ap-
pearance of numerous small
spots on the leaves of the
tobacco plants, Smiley said.
• proven to be very effective.- witbeilt-lidarY- ' .. me
The, materials he suggested !slants. J.° The 
tobacco
 . g a rae n e r, Tut w it a t ever
sidered as directly linked with employers for agricultural stretch the food dollar is to
-have:cu.-1n:: 'ebe," enh-ePurel. conYtinuc°:. giPstrucrad atiwes rePertis e:Peetedd inaPd btoy save a t home. when you
planted. the hest ideals to Pt cucumbers-can be made. By _ 
gm of the- best ways to.
---pCppers, squash, eggplant and
the best sees' or ttamplantS . following this system and ... . Today's agriculture students double by 1980. • prepare the foOd. To conserve
-First Calf Heifer Needs
t i;':1_'all11e4"441411`restliuott. allinalubemZevra.11.-11114""he,' - - --v-ieCQrnon-mQ114?-filtardik;otinlicgerneft-s, lerpoPubitegle-"he-tior—TE-, soluellatialwo:; -10411111tyairce-'uniil--c."k-teede"Ser int-abjulust
elroUllit-Aister to -prevent
possible. Good varieties are . arrangement, fresh' vegetables are receiving more training in Robertson stated about 40 maximum, food value, for
Because of droughts and _computer programming, an& involved with some. form of
•
More-Students Looking
To Agricultural Field .
Enrollments in the
University of Kentucky,
-College of Agriculture are
showing a continued increase
- and if the enrollment
figures are any indication,
then agriculture may be the
best "field" to enter today, is
the notation of John C.
Robertson_ _associale-dtan for
instruction for the college.
Undergraduate enrollment
in agriculture, at UK has
tripled in the past seven years.
"The enrollment growth tO the
College of Agriculture has
tomatoes. cabbage. lettuce. .crops be out of the way been increasing at the rate of
radishes and root crops that - .for the planting of fall crops ". 14 per cent a year since 1969,"
require little. room. Dwarf •.44.044,40v44.2a.t rrof letrolice,ournips, kale and • • Robertson said. "We expect
peas 
1,44
rThadded as luxuries. but sweet , Thrett7rwn Sinne: enror'liment-of -be"in late 1,400 for the 1917 fall
corn, melons, eggplants, May, when the weather semester."
'-squasheand--c'thrr-speee- -. Iser:omes. - settled- and re-a Try-- vAgriculture has gained -s
denianthog vegi.Libles--should . warm, ui sgaces where the—aew'resPeet-ifiThePastdec-ack
be omitted .if a. maxiinu,rn first plantings were made and.- and the horizons of a
yield is desired. _ • r - harvested the last -of- he- College . of Agriculture 
have
He noted horticulture showed
considerable increase in the
last few years - however, -




agronomy. The reason for the
increase in agricultural
economics was based on the
grTeKi on
agribusiness and the growth of
investments in that aspect of
agriculture. The increase in
production agriculture was
seen as a reflection of more
young people returning to the
farm. Evirofunental concerns
are seen in part as the growth
er-than-ef-interestin-agronornyy 
"Even with the increase in
agricultural majors, there are
no problems in Finding jobs,"
-Robertson said. "We have had
no problem placing students
while I've been at the
veins, causing the leaf to are Polyram, ferbarn, Zineh
pucker or break. Several spots and Maneb. Any of the
on a small leaf often are seen'
to merge into a single dead
area, killing the entire leaf.
"The- disease may be
'unusually severe in wet
weather, killing large as well
as very small plants," Smiley
killed, they remain yellow and
stunted as long as the disease
remains active."
In advanced stages the
plants over the entire bed
appear to have been scalded,
materials may be sprayert on-
the beds in solution or applied
as a dust - the materials
being available in dust •or
wettable powder form.
Smiley emphasized that
ursers of the materials should
labels when- making the ap-
plications-
Sprays or dusts should be
applied- weekly, he skid. In
spraying, he advised use of a
pressure sprayer at the rate of
he added. three gallons per bed.
'-'9frhen, plants are larger,
Anthracnose is normally more spraying may be needed
checked by clear, _dry _for _sisigiviont,40vasager." he
weatherTbut, the tobacco noted. "Dusts applied with a
specialist said-, the disease can rotary duster will also give
remain active in -a wide good coverage ouplanis.„
temperature range. When ming Polyram, one
As for the control of the treatment is usually all that is
disease, Smiley said there needed, he said, however,
Gardening Tips from ExtenstonlpectintstS at the -
When properly- tended, a planted here in Kentucky
University of l(entocky_Colleoe of Aorkutt.u.s _
gardm can be the most practically as son as the
profitable piece of land for its ----giound can be worked-mid
size on a farm. With proper to late March-with but little
planning it can be .made to . danger of damage by late
produce a continuous supply frosts.
of fresh,- health-giving -vgge;---- -Abour three- weeks later,
ta corn, - in another section of the ear-
late fall and with a minimuen_ den The first 
planting. of
of effort and.expense. bunch beans, early sweet corn
If it is la _small garden, ft:- and a. second planting of
should be restricted to sure- dwarf peas, radishes and
fire vegetables -such-as beans, -.lettuce may be made. These
are women.
The college offers bachelor
- science degrees in
agriculture, landscape, ar-
chitecture, and forestry -
with a • joint bachelor of
science degree in agricultural
engineering. , through UK's
_College of Engineering.
,"Agriculture and
agribusiness could just be The
place to be in the future,"
Robertson said. "At least
better than 1,300. un-
dergraduates at the "
'University of Kentucky,
College of Agriculture think -
so:"
catuse,. mu.st . lefj w the sweet --corn • okre 
.new aspects that previously According to a resident
from Extension Specialists et
A Consumer Tip
were several inatertlils- sways can be applied as often 
,
recommended that have as two to three-times a week 
The kind 'of vegetables, of• spring plantingi-tomatoes, broadene
d to include many UniverottY-"
Ions, • 
the UK Coilegeof Aryleulturit
_ years of expeitiriental erdw-
' mg and sele.ction.b edit," slums fieezas., a short.. . decision making pencesses,us- agribusiness - which includes - • _ .scorching. Use a pan With .a -- ..„ tthitts and vegetable special- age of vegetables is predicted well as many other areas." marketing , • a d v ertising,
. .... being the case, even a small , med as the biggest program at agricultural products ' in a - • 
tight-fitting -lid. Covering theists. GooB seed Ind sturdy toi this summer. With this . Animal sciences was ter- financing, 'or shipping of
. '-rtransplifs may-cost a little- pan helps 
ptvent_stcapt from
The spats are reddish brawn- --Heifers who have their - Mk' '' for their calf, reel& their 4"‘".-b" s!'"Y. *41)w "1441̀ -'!"- -geolee -Nett be wOrth white .-Keirtwek7. with --'farestrY - VarieWeig140--- 
. .. esc,a it_p_Ak_sa that vegetables
,at first, but later turn paper
white, sometimes giving the
plants. a silvery appearance.
He said brown, elongated
spots also appear Oiithe'un-








This ad paid for
loan Cooliser Treat
Special Attention
calves when they are two reproductive tract, recycle or • nK4e- "ell'. t° -gr'filima# al-- this year:- - second, and horticulture next.
years old generally have a return to heat and maintain grow. They • are 
also More
greater lifetime production themselves - and at the sante likely to be disease resistant
than heifer's who calve first as time continue their growth," or disease free.
three-year-olds, is the oh- he explained. "If they're not - Whatever the garden space
servation of Curtis Absher, provided adequate nutrition to . aivailable, there should be a
specialist. . this time, they'll usually be . to assure a constant supply of Ant Control Program_ UK 'extension beef cattle perform all these functions at systematic plan for planting m
He pointed out, however, stunted and fail to r.ebreed." ' visget rrb lea- thrutiohurut the..-
-this is only true if the two% To remedy such a situation, season.
Year-old rebreeds during her Absher 5 - recommended ' First tit-all. ifie group of ATLANTA, 
Ga. The kl. S.
-.second breeding season. . separating first, calf heifers veget,1 iiirS commrscs the earl.. Department- of Agrfeuffue
. Many Reducers have found (USDA) and cooperatingImp the rest of_ the. herd. Re c f U.E2S: _They include s.111)"...1... „. iii-.  resWTle to„ttuithat some first calf two-year- ' urged the heifers be fed the' peas, cabbage, -lettuce, rad- al*W-- 'a .
ditring the breeding season so they can gaina.minimum of 
efforts against the imported
fire ant. A spring treatments
old .heifers fait to rebreed highest quality feed available . ishes, beets, carrots, onions,
because they don't came into a half to three quarters of a
, turnips-and perhaps -Irish ' pregr_am will be conducted
peiratOes.- They should be - . infested ---  .heat. -%„ ' pound a day during the this in five 
states
"'SeVeral---- factors are-., breeding season. 
pIa n t e d —3 djacent to each in the southeast. - Carolina. Actual acres to be
v in N other so when they are har- •Mississippi, Alabama, included in the aerial treat-responsible 
tw their 
delay
- N'TroPer_,Inanagement and vested, t entire section o Georgia, - Arkansas and meet program will be
increase,the productivity of for later crops. Incidentally. 
Linoui
sianterest 
tna trheaavtetngexprensts 6ed5 dtheeterm 
states land yprbivyaAtePtilaISn-
caraafirst heifers witl help the garden can be prepared
I
the entire !seed," he said. - all these vegetables may he million acres in a control downers based on infestation
, levels.. -_ .
returning to heat," Absher
said. "The heifers have
tremendous demands placed
on them after calving, since
they have to perform all the
body functions of a mature
cow.




YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS












Also Onion Sets, Seed Potatoes
and Cabbage Plants
alMilM11=111
v Complete Seed Center
for Northrup King
viGood Supply, of Seed
Corn
v,Vgriety of Soybean Seed
"The agricultural field cooked
longer limited primarily to small amoenk of water
. This
men," -Ft-o -ii-son n6t4-dc— -also prevents toss , of water-
pointing out 32 per cent of the- soluble nutrients, such as
undergraduates enrolled in vitamin C, the B vitamins and




Neat Pomp and Air Conditioning
Specialists
*Modern Shoot Metal Shop































Old Concord Rood- Merry!, Ky.
Phone 753-8220 or 753-8225
USDA Resumes Fire
4-H'ers List Tips For Animal Safety
CHICAGO- Don't let your
Pet • becOrlie an accident
statistic!
Brokce bones, puncture
woulids and accidental poi-
sonings ci&iir with alarming
freiguency arming household
pets and farm animals. It's up
to you.; the owner; to guard
against these accidents and
Injuries-.
Here's an animal safety .
checklist prepared by young
people in the national 4-H
veterinary science program: _
•Be certain pastures and
0,ards are free of baling wir,.
*ails and poisonous plant,.
Get rid - of...toxic houseplanis.
•Store Pesticides, deanirg
compounds, sewing pins and
knives where animals c.in't
•get them.
• Check backyard .irhl
_pasture fences for protruding
nails, sharp edges j rid
splinter-S. Are there Concrete 
abutments that cciuld cause'
stumbling or physical iniury '
"'Keep animal lising
quarters and bedding free 01
sharp ed,ges, nails and wires.
Animal owners can help preveit-accide'dis and injuries if they •
follow safety tips from; young people in the national 4 H
'veterinary science .progritm. Conducted by the Cooperator
Extent:ion Service and sponsored -by The Upjohn Compae?-
the program gives 4-Wers practical opporturtities to learn
animal management, physiology and pathology, and to ex plo re
veterinary scien.cesareers.
• Young animal lovers 9- 9
learn to understand and
_appreciate all facets of
veterinary -science in 4-It
projects and activities
supervIted by tht C,Croper.at iv e
Extension Service.
Using manuals and
color-slide sets produced onth
the assistance of The Upjohn
"Co m pany, mernhers
.stody characteristics of the
normal animal, symptoms
and causes of animal disease,
and the relationship between
animal and human health.
4-Hers develop practical
skills by caring for their own
animals, working in commu-
nity clinics, even assisting tire
local veterinarian - who often
serves as their 4.-H project
leader. And they investigate
calf& opportunities in such
areas as veterinary medicine.
farm Management and public
health.
The 4-H veterinary science
program has wide appeal to
youngsters, no matter where
they live-on • farms, in
-subtle-4)s •or oitiesv In the last
five. years, program




in the program With a full
schedulE of.. awards to 4-11
members. Up to four young
people per ciltarry are eligible -
for medals of honor, and one
4-H'er in each state receives a
S50 U.S. Savings Bond.
Twenty-four . sectional
;winners. earn expense-paid
yips to the 55th National 4-It
Congreas, Nov. 2R;Dec.: 2 in
Chicago. And .six 4-11'ers are
named national winners of
SgOO scholarships.
Winners .are selected by
the Extension,•. •Serv.ice.
Awards are arranged and
announced by the National
4.-H Service Commitiee.
-• County- extension agents
can provjde more informatiob
-on the 441 veterinary science_- program. •
program to begin in late
March, according to officials
of USDA's Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service
(APHIS). About 11 Million
acres are scheduled for fall
treatment and will inv.:dye
Texas and possibly South
All treatments will be
carried out under provisions
allowed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA),
Under a recently signed
agreement. EPA is allowing
aerial application of mires
- until Dec. 31,-1977.
Under the restrictions, only
a modified formulation of the
mires bait - called 10-5, will
be used. _Formerly,- a
shat ilionger for-
mulation was applied at the
rate of 1.7 grams per acre. The
new 10-5 bait is applied at the
rate of 0.454 grams of mirex
per acre.
USDA and the cooperating__
states will operate under EPA
restrictions including (I)
. exclusive use of single engine
aircraft' or helicopter, (2) the
same- piece of ground can be
aerially treated only once
between now and Dec. 31, 1977,
Or no treatments within 12
miles of the coast or near
major tidal rivers and 141 no
treatments Of poll& or run-
ning _water.
As the progralh is con-
ducted, APHIS will also un-
dertake additional activities
including' (1) a specifically
designed monitoring program
to further evaluate the effects
of enii-ex on the -environment
and (2) an accelerated
methods development
program to search for
alternative treatments. -
USDA and the cooperating
states were unable to conduct
a fire ant control program
during the fall of t976 due to
the unavailability of mires for
the formui.tio,i of bait.
Technical mirex. is again
available to the formulator -
the Mississippi Authority for
the Control-of Fire Ants,
Prairie, _Miss. Bait for-
mulation - combining
technical mires, soybean oil
and. corncob grits - has
already . resumed at the
Mississippi plant.
-Jaw
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III NIT—John Sieinenowski rips a hit for en RBI in the twishilli with Western Kentecky Satur-
day. The 'llreds alsa won a 21-0 genie Sunday it Arkansas State end are new 26-10 on Ike
season.
(Stuff Photos by Mks koailital
Palmer In Mid-Season Form
Stops Rangers On Three Hits
AP Sports Writer
Jim Palmer is pitching like
... well ... Jim Palmer. And
that means he's taking dead
aim at a third consecutive Cy
Young award.
The Baltimore ace gave im
just three hits in leading the
, Orioles to•a 5-0 victory over
— The -Texas Rangers in the first
game of - Sunday's
doubleheader. Ross grim-
sley's six-hitter paced
Baltimore to a 6-1 victory in
the nightcap for a sweep of the
twinbill.
"I, can't expect to. pitch
much better than rhave the
last two games," Palmer said
after picking up his 44th'
career shutout.
For Palmer, it was his
second consecutive shutout.
He has-allowed only five hits
in the last 18 innings. And he
has yielded just 14 bits anti two
runs iii 28 innings tbis year in
compiling a 2-1 record ancla
sparkling 0.64 earned run
average.
Left-hander Grimsley,
aided by the booming bats of
Billy Smith and Ken Singleton,
followed Palmer's lead in the
second game.
Smith hit his first major
league homer and also
collected two - singles in the
first game and then added
three singles in the nightcap. -
Singleton doubled and singled
in the opener and added three
hit.si,n the second game.
- Brewer's:, Yankees0
"I didn't have good Staff at
all today," Milwaukee's Bill
ravers sal a e
Brewers past New York. "My
fork ball still isn't there yet. I
must have thrown at least 75
per cent fastballs."
But it was enough as
Travers stopped the Yankees
on six hits. Milwaukee scored
its first run in the third when
Jim WohIford walked and
came home on Charlie
Moore's triple. Robin Yount
homered in the sixth for the
Brewers' other run.
Mariners 11, Angels 7 .
Home runs by Dan Meyer
and Lee Stanton-led Seattle to
its first road victory ever-as
the Mariners downed
California. Meyer slammed a
three-run blast in the first
inning while Stanton hit a two-
run homer in the sixth.
California tied the game at
5-5 in the third on a twoLruh
-double by Dave Chalk, a run-
-scoring single by Joe Rudi and
an error by Seattle shortstop
Craig ifteynolcts. Bobby BOnds
also homered for the Angels.
Red Sax Indians HO
Fred Kendall's solo homer
snapped a 5-5. tie and
Cleveland went on to a 10-5
victory in the nightcap after
Boston won the opener 4-1
behind the four-hit pitching of
Reggie Cleveland.
Kendall's homer, his first as
an Indian, came with one out
in the fourth. Pifiher Jim
Bibby got the victory despite
giving up five runs in the
fourth inning that included a




Rip Arkansas State 21-0
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's never-toe late.
That's- the attitude the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
have adopted.
After digging a grave and
inserting one foot, the 'Breds
have started to use the other
foot to free themselves and
hopefully win the western
division of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
For the last two weeks,
Murray had not been hitting
the ball.
In the three, games this
weekend, the 'Weds exploded
• ,,
- 12'•
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
$799
Fall Pmfessee-ell 1.14.1•11 •••6•04 •••• sof opt%
ste..4e wen obneakut, wee.hkaot setycal auehhy
owns., steel partake shook Pr.& (41(1••••••
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Get 'your out-of.season clothmg
out Of you' closet end into our bon
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"The Cleaners Interested In You"
Available At All Boone's
4 Convenient Locations
I3th Mein N. 17tii
61h & Poplar 605 Maki
Thornton gave the Indians al-
0 lead with his first homer of
the tseason. But Boston tied it
in the fifth and took the lead
for good in the sixth on a walk,
a single by Carlton Fisk, a
bunt hit by Dwight Evans and
Hobson's sacrifice fly.
Royals 6, Tigers 5
John Mayberry's home run
in the eighth- inning snapped a
5-5 tie and gave Kansas City
its victory over Detroit.
Detroit had jumped into a 3-
0 first-inning lead as .Ron.
LeF ore doubled, Tito Fuentes
,singled and' Rusty Staub
homered. Staub also-tripled in
the top of the 'eighth to knot the
score at 5-5. .
The Royals, who snapped a
three-game losing streak,
scored four runs in their half
of the "tirl, behind George
Brett's double, an 'error
Mayberry's single, a fielder's
choice and 'Buck Martinez'
double.
White Sox 4, Jays Z
Pitchers Ken Brett and
Bruce Dal Canton combined to
toss a four-hitter--as' Chicago
downed Toronto for the White
Sox' fifth straight victory.
Alan Bannister scored the
first Chicago run when he
opened the bottom half of the
first inning with a walk,
moved,to third on Jorge Orta's
single and scored on Richie
Zisk's sacrifice fly. Losing
pitcher Bill Singer walked the
first three, batters lathe third,
and the Sox scored two runs
 without the aid of a hit as
Boyle Stillman and .Orta
delivered sacrifice flies.
Twins 10, A's 2
.A bases-loaded triple by Rod 
Carew sparked Minnesota's
seven-run second inning and
carried the Twins to their
victory over Oakland.
Mike Pazik picked up his
first major league victory
while Jim Umbarger took the
loss.
GENERAL
OTTAWA — Alexa Stirling
Fraser, a women's golf star,





The Murray State tennis
team dropped to 3-12 on the
season with three losses this
weekend.
Friday, Murray lost 6-3 to
Kentucky in a match played
on the Wildcats' courts.
Sam Pruitt won his number
five singles match while Tom
Lie won at number six. In the
doubles, Del Purcell and Jeff
Leeper won at number two to
run their winning streak to
seven consecutive notches.
On Saturday, the Racers
lost 7-2 to Western-Kentucky-in
a match at Bowling Green.
Tom Lie won at the bamber
six singles while Sam Pruitt
and Roger Carnmon claimed
victory in the number three
doubles.
On Sunday, Murray went to
Memphis State and was
blasted 9-0 by the Tigers.
Murray coach,Bennie
Purcell said Memphis State is
the best club his team has
faced this year. Memphis
State is now 8-1 on the season.
Murray will have seven
consecutive home matches
coming up over the next two
weeks.
Vanderbilt, enjoying its best
season ever, will be here for a
2:45 p. m. match Thursday.
Friday, Murray will host
Tennessee Tech at 2:'45 p. m.
Saturday morning, Tech
will play Kentucky and then at
p. m. Saturday, Murray will
host UK. -
for 43 runs and 44 hits to win
All three and bOost the season
record to 26-10.
On Saturday, Murray swept
a twinbill from Western
Kentucky, winning the first
game 10-2 and the nightcap 12-
6 Ten after a long, early
morning bus trip Sunday, the
'Breds went out for blood and
belted host Arkansas State 21-
0 Sunday afternoon.
In the victory Sunday,
Murray blasted a record-tying
22 hits, matching the total of
the record set in 1973 against
Louisville.
But even with the renewed
- ANOTHER WIN—Sophomore hurler Andy Rice of the
chalked up his fourth win in five decisions Saturday as he pit-
ched Murray to a 10-2 victory over Western in the first of a
surge of power, it's still going
to take a minor miracle for the
'Breds to become the western
division champions.
Middle Tennessee is 6-3 in
the league while Austin Peay
is 7-4 and l'iturrag 5-4. Western
trails the pack with a 2-9
mark.
Murray must win their two
games Thursday at Middle
Tennessee and then the 'Breda
must win a single game at
Western Kentucky to have a
chance.
But even if those things take
place, Middle must win a
single game at Austin Peay.
So there is still hope, remote
innings, got the win and raised
his record to 3-1.
Stan Giesler led off the
Murray second with, a
homerun to left and after Ted
Poe and Al Luigs had walked,
Terry Brown doubled for a
pair of RBI's.
The big hit in the game in
the fifth when Al Luigs belted
a three-run triple over the
shortstop's head and the ball
flew into the gap in leftcenter.
Five of the six runs off
Wezet were earned. Terry
Brown, who ripped four hits in
the contest, worked the fipal
inning.
Sunday, the 'Breds exploded
It was the old 'Breds on the
field all weekend, spraying the
ball all over the park and
making dazzling fielding
Plays.
It was the old 'Breds,
smiling and playing loose on
the field.
It was the old 'Breds, the
ones who have the tradition of
winning.
In the opener Saturday,*
southpaw Andy Rice raised
his season record to 4-1 by
virtue of his 10-2 win over
Western. Rice did not give up
an earned run. He fanned
eight batters and gave up four
walks.
Rice got all the offensive
support he needed in the first
as Bruce Austin walked, stole
second and scored on a single
by John Siemanowski. Then
Greg- • Toole y, who- fanned
three times Friday in a 5-1 loss
to Louisville, unloaded a two-
run smash far 'past the
scoreboard in leftcenter.
Murray added single tans in
the third, fourth and fifth
innings before posting four in
the sixth. A two-run single by
Mike Callchio was the big hit
in the sixth.
In the second game, Murray
scored three times in the
second to snap a 1-1 tie and
walk away With the easy win.
Mark Wezet, working six




Tom Seaver has won three
Cy Young Awards as the best
pitcher in the National
League. He's led the league in
strikeouts five times, in
earned run average three -
times and in victories twice.
He's carried the New York
Mets to two pennants and one
world championship, earning
the nickname "the franchise"
in the process.
But he's never thrown a no-
hitter. It's perhaps the only
thing lacking from his
brilliant.pitching record. He's
come close many times, but
never come up with the gem.
"I'd like to have one, it
would be fun to have," said the
32-year-old right-hander, who
came close again Sunday — a
6-0, one-hitter against the
Chicago Cubs.
It was Seaver's fifth one-
hitter, and he claims that at
this stage of his career, a no-
hitter is no longer a primary
objective. "It would have been
more exciting earlier in my
career," he said, "but values
change. If I get one, I get ten.




Tryouts for the Murray
Little League will be held
Wednesday and Thursday at
the league diamond at the new
Murray-Calloway park.
All interested 11 and 12-
year-old boys and girls are
urged to be at the tryouts,
which will be held from 3:30 p.
m. until 5 p. m.
Prospective players'a e
asked to come with a base hl
glove and a birth certificat
In case of rain, the tryo s
will be moved back a day.
BOXING
NEW YORK — ABC-TV and
promoter Don King suspended
the United States Boxing
Championships pending an
investigation of various
allegations of false records,
rankings and kickbacks
greatness."
The one that got away came
in the fifth inning. Steve
Ontiveros was the batter.
The ball looped out to right
field. Ed Kranepool, usually a
_first baseman but playing
right field in an attempt by
Mets Manager Jo; Frazier to
beef up the attack, raced in to
try to make a play. He dove
for the ball but could only trap
it.
The Mets attack included a
two-run homer.by Dave
Kingman and -three runs
batted in by Bruce Boisclair,
on a single and a double.
Chicago's infield also con-
tributed a four-error seventh
inning that helped New York
to its last three runs.
Dodgers 7, Giants 6
A Cap Day crowd of 47,273,
largest ever to see the Giants
in San Francisco, saw the
home team take a 6-5 lead with
four runs in the seventh in-
ning, three on a pinch homer
by Darrell. Evans. But Ron
Cey tied it with a lead-off
homer in the eighth, then
pinch hitter Lee Lacy doubled
home- Steve Garvey with the
winning run later in the in-
ning.
Braves 5, Astros 4
Rod Gilbreath's double
scored Gary Matthews with
the winning run in the eighth
inning as Atlanta completed a
sweep of its series with
Houston.
Expos 2, Phils 1
Philadelphia's record
dropped to 1-6 thanks to Ellis
Valentine, who hit his third
home run of the season in the
eighth inning for; the Expos'
winning run. Valentine con-
nected off Gene Garber.
Menntreal's Dave Cash and
Philidelphia's Bob Boone had
run-scoring singles.
Cards 4, Pirates 3
. Bake McBride drove home
the winning run by beating out
a bunt to cap a three-run surge
in the fifth inning that carried
the Cardinals past Pittsburgh.
Pinch hitter Roger Freed
drove home the first run of the
inning with a single to left,
then Garry Templeton tied the
score with a sacrifice fly.
Reds 4, Padres 1
Pat Zachry, 14-7 last year as
thee National League's co-
rookie of the year, scattered
seven hits as Cincinnati beat
San Diego. Zachry also had
two hits, as did Joe Morgan
and George Foster. Foster's
two-run single in the first
inning was the big blow.
Murray, inked 25th pi the
nation; will play a pair in
Jonesboro today with south-
paws Greg Cruse and Andy
















Western SOO 002 0 2-6-2




 3 3 2
went on to have batting
practice against Arkansas
State, which had split a pair of
games last week at Murray.
Arkansas State lost a 3-2
game earlier in the season to
top-ranked Texas, which won
39 of its first 40 games.
Rob Courtney got things
rolling for Murray in the third
as he belted a two-run double.
Courtney then scored on a
triple by catcher Mike Cathey,
who had two triples in the
contest, then Terry Brown
ripped a two-rim homer to left
and it was a 5-0 lead for the
'Breda.
Murray made it 11-0 with a
half-dozen in ,the fourth.
Courtney had a run-scoring
double, Tooley a two-run
single and Don Walker had a
two-run single. _
Again, six was the magic
number as Murray made it 17-
0 in the fifth. Greg TO0leY
belted a three-run homer, his
ninth of the season, and Mike
Cahny cleared the ledges frith
a triple. ..
Cathey and shortstop Stan
Giesler each had four hits in
the contest. Freshman Clay
Vangilder, now 4-1 on the
year, went the distance and
gave up just_four hits.
Vaiso-db 4 0 0
Walker-lb 4 0 1
themanowski-rf 4 1. 1
=-3b 2 2 1
3 2 1
Okular-as. 4 2 3
Pooc 1 0 0
Aosthopr  2
Ibtais 30 U 13
Western 100 112 1 844


























NG Ilat 022 21-224
NO NO ON 044
GOLF
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Ed
Sneed of PompanoBeach, Fla.
sank a 12-foot birdie putt on
the first sudden-death playoff




S.C. — Sandra Palmer shot a
two-under-par 70 and captured
the Women's International
Golf Tournament by two
strokes over Jane Blalock.
-- /i/MINMNEINIIMMONMMEN
Murray Calloway Co. Park
-SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
Passes may be purchased
now prior to pool opening
Family Pass - $4500
Single Pass - $20°13
May Be Obtained At
Pork Office-
10th L Payne St.
give a minute




















Toll Free I 
OR WRITE:
1-800-372-2964 SEEK
Kentucky Department of Education
Bureau of Education for Exceptional Children
Capital Plaza Tower
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
. , 4, • 1
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'Flyers Strujile Back
To Even Playoff Series
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
The patterns from last
year's _National Hockey
League playoffs continue to
impose themselves on this
season's Stanley Cup action.
—The Philadelphia Flyers,
who beat the Toronto Maple
Leafs in a seven-game
quarterfinal series last year,
struggled back from a three-
goal deficit in the third period
and won 6-5 in overtime
Sunday,- tying their best-of-
seven set with Toronto 2-2.
—The New York Islanders,
who ousted the Buffalo Sabres
by winning four straight after
losing the first two games in
the quarter-finals last' year,
completed a four-game sweep
— without a loss — over the
Sabres with a 4-3 triumph.
—The Los Angeles Kings,
who fou:ht off elimination
against the Boston Bruins in
the quarter-finals last year,
did it again Sunday night with
a 7-4 triumph.
This time it was the Flyers
who were forced to come from
behind.
Flyers 6, Maple Leafs 5 -
McDonald collected four
goals and an assist and
linemate Darryl Sittler had
three assists as Toronto built a
5-2 lead with 7:16 left in
regulation time. But Mel
Bridgman started the
Philadelphia comeback with a
goal with 5:49 left, Tom„
Bladon made it 5-4 with 1:49 to
play, and Bobby Clarke tied it
with his second goal of the
game 16 seconds later, forcing
the second consecutive
overtime in the series.
Islanders 4, Sabres 3
As had been the case in the
first three games of the series,
the 'Islanders simply wore
_down the Sabres and took_
control in the third period.
With steUer goaltending by
• Billy Smith — which has
become 'a New York
trademark — the Islanders
swept Buffalo for the second
year in a row.
In the Islanders' six playoff
games this season, all vic-
toriT, only two players have
.produced all the winning
goals. Clark Gillies has four
anclBillMsiMillon two.
Kings 7, Bruins 4
' Los Angeles forward Don
*Kozak wanted to get his team
off 'to a flying start, so he
scored six seconds after the
opening face-off to set a
playoff record and establish
the tone for the victory over
Boston.
But the Bruins still need
only one victory to ice the
series and advance to the
semifinals.
Catiadieus 4, Blues 1
Montreal de short work
of St. is, with Gay
Lafleur's rebo goal win-
ning the series, eitending the
Canadiens' playoff winning
streak to 12 games against the
Blues and 16 of 17 over-all.
"We got beat by an excellent
hockey club — the best," said
St. Louis Coach Emile
Francis.
MISS YOUk•PAPER?
Sobscribors tithe Mut wet
rwwivod their how•-dolivorod
copy al The Mans" Law •
Imes by S:30 p. latiaday•
friday or by 336 p. so. ou Satur-
days oto wind to mil 733-1416
Woes. 5:31 p. sad 6 p.
Mwsday-triday, Sr 3:311 p. n.
and 4 p. to. Satordays, IiWows
&buy .4th. Newspaper. Cads
nett to placed by Ip. w. "rook-
days or 4 p. m. Satwalys to
guirootot delivery.
was very considerably im.
pressed with young Bruce
Lietzke.
"I look to Bruce to be one of
two or three guys in the future
to dominate the game,"
Nicklaus *laid after beating
Lietzke it three holes of
sudden death for golf's
prestigious Tournament of
Champions title Sunday.
"He's long. He's strong. He
plays very well. He thinks
well," Nicklaus said in
assessing the powerful, 25-
year-old Lietzke, one of the
leaders in the youth
movement that has swept the
pro tour this year.
"He will win a lot of golf
tournaments. He has all the
equipment."
He also positively idolizes
Jack Nicklaus.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

























The Pony League board of
directors and managers will
meet at 5 p. m. Tuesday at
Calloway County High School.
All managers and people
who are interested in
becoming a manager are
urged to attend the meeting.
Pony League tryouts are
scheduled for April 23 an
April 30.
More details on the tryouts
will be forthcoming this week.
BIG MIT—Al twigs gees sliding into third while third hose
coeds Bill Solemn. witches end the Western third bensesen
est4sits the threw. The triple by Lvigs dense in three big runs.
(Staff Photos by Mho Imadm)
(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
Nicklaus Wins Playoff Over
Lietzke For Crown In TPC
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) —
Jack Nicklaus was vastly many, Sam won, or how many
unimpressed with a . Wahl.% -was akit_Itarknowawasii_iNan _titan: -12-4 --jfifit gat.li
milestone he Passed — but he that's in the record books. At
. one time they counted my
fourzball wins, then they took
them away. Some others
haven't been counted for one
reason or another. It's not a
record rVe paid a lot of at-
tention to." '
Tom Purtzer, who needed a
birdie on the final hole to
make it-a three-way playoff,
took a bogey instead and was
tied for third with Australian
Graham Marsh and Johnny
Miller.
Purtzer shot a 73 and had a
283 total.
Marsh, a 33-year-old
globetrotting veteran but a
rookie on the American tour.
blistered the front nine in a
course-record 29, played his
first 11 holeS-nine under par,
had a clear lead and was
threatening to run away with
it until he bogeyed three of the
last four, tough holes. He
finished with a 66.
"He's been my idol since I
was 8 or 10 years old," Lietzke
said. "I got in a lot of fist
fights defending him when I
young player then and coming
along and beating Arnold
Palmer and a lot of people
didn't like it.
"then, when he got on top
and stayed on top, I felt good
because he'd always been my
man. And- now, to play with
him, well, I just feel like I've
grown up with him."
And there was no disap-
pointment involved wheff
Nicklaus rolled in an 8-10 foot
birdie putt on the third extra
hole to beat Lietzke in the
chase for a $45,000 first prize.
"It's a great thrill," said
Lietzke, who has won twice
and finished second twice
already this season. "I'm not
at all disappointed.... To lose
to a man like Jack Nicklaus is
nothing to be ashamed of."
Nicklaus, once five strokes
off the pace, had six birdies,
five bogeys and seven pars-en
the way to a 71 and a tie with
Lietzke -at 281 for the
regulation 72 holes. Lietzke
birdied four of six holes in one
back-nine stretch on his way
to a six-under-par 66 on the
6,855-yard La Costa Country
Club course.
It was Nicklaus' second title
of the year and 62nd of his
unmatched career. It put him
in a tie with Ben Hogan on the
all-time victory list, behind
Sam Snead's leading 84.
"It's not an accurate
record," Nicklaus said.
"Nobody really knows -how
TENNIS
PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.
— Billie Jean King whipped
16-year-old Caroline Stoll 6-1.
6-1 in winning a $20,000
women's tennis tournament
Ms. King and transsexual Dr
Renee Richards combined to
win the doubles title, besting
Jane Stratton and Pat
Bostrom 6-3,6-0.
Racer Golfers Finish
Fourth In State Tourney
Murray State recorded the
best team score Saturday in
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament at Rich-
mond.
There was only one
problem. The Racers were
last after 36 holes Friday and
the 290 team total wasn't,quite
enough to put the Racers into
contention.
Kentucky won the title with
an 877 total while Western
Kentucky was second with 880
and Louisville third with 887.
Murray and Morehead both
shared fourth with 888 totals
while Eastern's A-Team was
net with 901 and Eastern's B-
Team was last with 912.
Denny Thompson of
Louisville fired rounds of 71-
71-73 for a 2.15 total, One under
par, and won the individual
championship.
For Murray, Doug Miller
had rounds of 73-75-70 for a 218
total and tied for third. Kevin
Klier had a 219 total on rounds
of 77-73-69 and was tied for
fifth.
Larry Patton recorded a 223
on rounds of 72-77-74 while
Norm Vacovsky had a 228 on
rounds of 75-76-77. Bobby
Cronin was next for the
Racers with a 233 total with
rounds of 79-77-77.
The 290 total for the 18 holes
on Saturday was three-strokes
better than Kentucky's team
total that .day.
Today, the Racer golfers
are hosting a quadrangular at
the Murray Country Club.
Other -tennis entered are
Austin Peay, Western Ken-





























Team Fastest In World
•
"Wien', Murray State?" everyone asked.
One thing about it, they might not know where Murray
State is but track fans at the Dogwood Relays will be hearing
more about the MSU track program in the coming years.
Coach Bill Cornell's distance medley relay team stunned
everyone as they recorded a new school- record, a -new
Dogwood Relaystecord and the fastest time in the world this
Year in winning the event in 9:42.01.
Powerful Vilitnova was second in 9:42,3 while Penn State
was third in 9:43.89 and Michigan State fourth in 9:48.14.
Freshman Englishman Dave Warren led off by running the
880-yard dash in a new personal best of 1:49.8, a time which
should make him the favorite in the OVC Championships
which will be held May 6-7 at Bowling Green.
-Sophomore Norman Simrecorded took over and a 48.0
to-the quarter mile before freshman walk-on Tony Keener
stole the show.
Keener, from Washington, D.C., blistered the track and
ran the three-quarters in 2:57.4, easily a personal best and
gave the lead to junior Englishman MartynArewer who an-
-. -
chored in 4105.6 for themile.
"I was really elated with the win. Evetyone kept wanting
to know where wasklurrity State,"r..•Thell said.
"Vilbmova is really known for their distance strength. Our
kids were really happy. When Brewer crossed the finish line
-in first, Keenet newt; toreliartyn's head off when he grab-
bed him," Cornell laughed.
- The boo-mile relay teem, with three of the same four run-
ning with a brief rest after the distance medley relay team,
placed sixth in 7:33.8.
Keener led off with a personal best of 1:52.8 while Brewer
took the second leg and recorded a 1:52.9. Mitch Johnston
recorded al :53.3 and Warren anchored in 1:54.8.
In the open I500-meter rim, Dave Rafferty placed fifth in
3:45.3 for anew personal best. That time equals a 4:03.3 milt.
Rafferty, a transfer from the University of Louisville, was
representing the Mason-Dixon Track Club.
On Friday, Murray put Itself on the map by finishing fourth
in the four-mile relay. There were 23 teams entered in that
event.
• so-Comeback,




Boston's Jo Jo White started
out like he might have to buy a
ticket -for • the next game.
White had four first-halt
points and picked up his fifth
personal foul 6:03 before
halftime.
But before he was through,
his Boston Celtics' teammates
were pounding. him on the
back. • • • •
White scored 17 point's in the
second half, including the final
two of the game, as Boston
rallied for a 113-111 victory
over the Philadelphia 76ers




playoff aeries. The second
game is scheduled Wednesday
night at Philadelphia.
The 76ers' Julius Erving had
tied the score 111-111 on a
.driving dunk shot with eight
--seconds remaining. But
basketball, missed both ends
of a two-chances-to-make-one
free throw opportunity.
With six seconds left, White
took the inbounds pass and
shot. The ball rebounded to the
Celtics Sidney Wicks, whose
shot was rebuffed by Erving.
The ball bounced to White
along the baseline. He shot
again, and with the ball in the
air, time ran out. His 21-foot
jumper went in, capping a
Boston rally that began from
13 points: back in giefirist half
and 10 behind in the second.
"I feel empty," said Erving,
who led both teams with 36
points. "We came to win and
we don't have anything. We're
0=1:
Doug Collins collected 27
points for Philadelphia. White
wound up with 21, as did Dave
Cowens. Wicks tallied 23 and
John Havlicek 19 for the
Celtics.
Warriors 109, Pistons 101
Rick Barry scored 35 points,
lifting Golden State past
Detroit in a game marred by a
brawl in which Warriors' fans
Erving. one of the_great clutch_ tangtet Arith•PiatOns' players.
players in the history of pro
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
6 3 667
4 3 571 1
5 4 556 1
1 4 500 1s
4 4 500 112
1 6 143 4
West
7 2 778








New York 6, Chicago 0
Montreal 2, Philadelphia I
St. Louis 4, Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 5, Houston 4
Los Angeles 7, San Francisco
6
Cincinnati 4, San Diego 1
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Kison 1-1) at
Montreal (J.Brown 1-01.
Philadelphia 1 Lerch 0-1 ) at
Chicago (Burris 1-1i.
SaneDiego (Sawyer 0-11 at At-
lanta (LaCorte 1-0), )n(
New York Swann 0-1( at St.
Louis (Forsch 2-0), (n)





W L Pct. GB
" 6 2 750 —
4 3 .571 1'2
5 5 .500 2























Boston 4-5, Cleveland 1-10
Chicago 4, Toronto 2
Minnesota 10, Oakland 2
Kansas City 6, Detroit 5
Milwaukee 3: New York 0
Baltimore 5-6, Texas 6-1




Toronto (LeManczyk 1-1) at
\ew York IFigeroa 0-11
Cleveland (Dobson 134) at
Baltimore (R.May 0-2),
Texas (Alerander 1-0) at
Seattle ITboinas 0-01.-in) 
Minnesota (Goltz 0-0) at Kam II
sas City (Leonard 0-0), (n)





. Detroit's Eric Money and
Golden State's Charles Dudley
began swinging under the
Pistons' basket with Detroit
leading 67-64 and 6:10
remaining in the third period.
Before they Could be pulled
apart by players, coaches and
the referees, fans had joined
the attion and one of them
slugged Pistons forward M.L.
Carr.
• "We expended all that effort
helping each other out in the
fight and had nothing left,"
said Detroit center Bob
Lanier, who scored 33 points
and grabbed 15 rebounds.
Bullets 104, Cavaliers 98




The Bullets blew I 13-point
fourth-quarter lead, but
Henderson scored eight points
in the last three minutes,
keying the victory for
Washington, in the post-
season playoffs for the ninth
consecutive season.
Washington had been
eliminated by Cleveland last
season.
The Cavaliers were paced
by Ebnore Smith's 20 points.
Trail Blazers IN, Bulls N
Guard Lionel Hollins scored
four points in the final 15
seconds, helping the Trail
Blazers hold off Chicago.
Portland led by 16 points in the
second half but Chicago
rallied, cutting the deficit to
100-98 in the final minute. Bob*
Gross led the Blazers with 26










Subject To Democrat Primary
- May 24, 197T
Your Support And Influence Will
Be Greatly Appreciated)
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"HE COULP PfLL A TREE WITH
HIS AR445,.74NO A &PEAT APE
WiTN ONE SLOW!
HE POEf*IT REAsEss srN.L4E'E)




'mechanic on duty 8-6 p.
In., 6 days a week. Tires
changed, oil changes &
tubes, _and, ac. welding;
on Hwy. 94 East next to
Morris Grocery.
YOU NAVE NE OPPORTUNITY

























4 asinemmors in this area
will lie givoertlio oppeeminity
of having Niels Deem Noose
Sling applied to their Immo
with optismal decorative mob
at • very ire cost.
Defeat Siding hat e sea pro
rste4-TransfeeMile-40 Yew
Goarantee. ThisMeths new
eroded ha capered the N,
  .4 homeowners
Mouwrifis wind States
who we fed tip with constant
point* ad mew maw
rename cuts. It will Wet yes
• life-time aid provides fa*
instilaties stismase end whiter,
as well as flee peetecties. Chu
new predict al be mil me
every type of hems, isicludisig
from*, concrete Mock,
asbestos, Macs, etc. N
roams in e choice plows
mid is now going to be la-
tredocod it the CALLOWAY
COUNTY ARIA. Year heals
cab.. dam place in the
coratty mug we will nsalie it
worth year 'AIN if we can
use maw home fee ad-
vertisiwg. Fee an appointaieert,











d : lark" your
ms he sell while spade
,available. Many
peollte already taking




Country Store is now














Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau of
Highways, at its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky un-
til 10:00 A. M. Eastern
Daylight Time on the 5
day of May, 1977, at which
time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the
improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
SP 18-128: The Protemus-
Williams Chapel Road
from the Protemils-Sugg,_
Road (CR 1289) extending
northeasterly to-the Dan
clairigpplj goad (CR_129k) 
a distance of 1.940 miles.
Bituminous Concrete Sur-
face.
The Ilureau of High-
ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that
the contract entered into
pursuant to this ad-
vertisement, minority
business enterprises will
be afforded full op-
'''..,ix;irtunity to submit bids
in. response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against on
the ground ocrace, color
or national ori&iq in con-
sideration for anrard. *
Bid proposals for* 
projects will, be available
until 9:00 A. - M.
EASTERN DAYLIGHT
TIME, THURSDAY; May
5; 1091, at the Dilian of
a Procommunist.
Prepos-ects aisw4savemmet-1
it I cost 4'illiam19 asmi
asmittanee payabk to









all projects will be
available to all interested
parties at a cost of $2 each
(N(YN REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals can-
not be used for bidding.
2 Notice
CONTROL HUNGER and
lose weight with - New
Shape Diet Plan and






South 16th Street. 753-





Before you invest, talk
to us - complete plan-
ning service for farm,
conlinercial and light'
industrial
1.0 Cates Coast Co.
Rt. 1, West -14614.
Ky. 42086 P. 443-8562
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to ex-
press our gratitude for
the many acts of kind-
ness extended to us
during our sorrow. We
„deeply appreciated the
f4a,p, flowers, visits,
your suords of comfort
and - your
prayers. 'A.: **dal
tanks to Wee in
ICU who cared Willow
palMearers,
Rialock-Caleasaa
Funeral *we for the
wonderful work they did
and the kindnesses they
extended to us, to Bros.
Henry Hargis and John
Dale for their. com-
forting words, and to
Bro. Ed Casteel and the
singers for the excellent
job they did. May God
bless each of you, __
iThe Family of Katy
Miller, Mr. & Mrs. Gene
(Sue) White; Mr. & Mrs.
Hardiman Miller; Mr. &
Mrs. Hugh-Miller; Mr. &




















OLP AWN MOZZ '5 74L E OF 'THE EASTERN
PARK.
PO 10U KNOW WHAT HE WAS
, LIK Ea_ OF YOUR
.i.„/ LINE
HMM, I GET THEM
MIXEC2 UP HE'S THE
GRAN75oN OF THE '71,  „












submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
5 lost And Found
$58.09 REWARD, for
small male white poodle
last sevn on Highway 121 '
South, near Locust














NE YOUt OWN "1055"1 Arlo
Distribatee fee lad madly
Rood Maps.
liashiessi 1SOS MAN $ee.
vice Co. *stab. eats. N.
Selling. Investment $2,500 to
512,500 secured. Send imma,.
oideess, phone 3 refers,'
cos to Persoiwiel Mgr., NAM-.
CO, 3521 Meatcleir Rd.,
raw., AL 35113 se ad
cease (205)1170-4131.
WANTED SOMEONE to
_break' garden., can 753.-
7207.
Nelp Wanted
Mak or finale night
tinge help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
I time. Apply in
pesQn only, no






Able to take" -respon-
sibility and supervise.
Call 489-8303 after 5 p.
m.
WOMAN FOR part time
housekeeping. Call 436-
5811.




















Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32 G, Murray,
. Kentucky.
BANJO PLAYER needed
for summer Oiork. Apply






._ easy! Send self-
addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohis 44106'.




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also




LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
. with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big '
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'x28', in good con-
dition. Price $35. Call
7534564.
,_.SALE-ROTO shear grass
•('' trimmer, model 2201.
"Sale price, $49.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.
WANTED A SALES'"
person to sell Jim
Walter Manes in tl1T--
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-




being accepted for full
and part time em-





-County Parks Board has
the following openings.
Applications may be
obtained at the Park
Office, 10th & Payne
Street, Murray.
Deadline for the Pool
Manager position will




SALESMAN TO work in
store. Apply. .in "person.
Joe Smith/ Discount
Cal-Pet Center.




$200 Kfiiiikly Possible Stuff*
Envelopes SEND 5.11-
e/dressed stamped maw*
Pc, Ethyl puns,ko u PM,
Mery NO 44462
SALE - ILUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. Step, $14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
DELUXE STROLLER,'
cost $40.00 used twice,
$20.00 Firm. Call 753-
4330.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 714 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
m.
PIANO ' MADE by
_Wurlitaer, .2 years old,
$900.00. Call 753-9984.
SHUTTERS - Black
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray Lumber
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.
NEW NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional" relic 'and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
BROTHERS SEWING
machine, like new, with' -
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,






345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





$4500. Call 753-3068 after
4 p. m.
REGISTERED BLACK
. Angus bulls. Eleven to
choose from. Emulaus
and. Ballet breeding.
Call • MyriM or Glen
Culp, 753-5596.
150-300-500- GALLON
crop sprayers for sale.








boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battet;y, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam.. All
sizes, all densities. Cut_ _
to your specs. West Ky.


















$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 75407760
day or night. "k
POOL TABLES, Com-
mercial, 800 lb. slate
bed, delivered and set
up with all equipment.
From $650.00. Seven
models on display many
others available. Also
coin operated tables.
Milan Pool Tables sales.
901486-1177.
14' POLAR KRAFT boat,




after 5 p. m
14' JON BOAT, with 33 h.
p. Johnson motor, good
condition. Call 753-0123
or 753-19.
 HP, LOTTk shaft
outboard like new,
$100.00. Call 753-3259.
11,2 H.P. Johnson for sail
1364 practically new.
Heavy duty trolling




take up small monthly
payments on color N. J
& B Music, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
'BALDWIN BABY grand
piano for sale, excellent
condition. Call after 5 p.
m. 1-362-8756. .
ELECTRIC GUITAR'
with double pickup and .
treble lever. Also am-
























made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S







8" Blit,AQC AND Decker
radial arm saw, like
new. $125.00. Call 753-
USED OFFItEfurniture,
desks, chairs, file
cabinets. See at 502 B
Main Street, Thursday






Reg. $89.59 Sale $50.00.
DA Reg. $84.95 Sale
$55.00. Air File
(maculating type Reg.




wire, 2" mesh wire, 2x4s
and lx6s. Call 753-8183.
•
27 Mobile Home Sates
TRAILER AND lot near
lake in Bay Wood Vista.
$1800.00. Call 489-2637.
31 Want To Rent
MSU FACULTY member
and family want house
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
762-4120. . -
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.






room, large titchen and
eating area. 1604 Olive
Street. $150.00 per
month. Call 753-4451 or
5117itr.-733-8818-.--
34 Houses For Rent
AIMEE BEDROOM, two
bath- brick home with
large back. yard and
garden plot. One block
from campus. Available.





used but good cond., sell
any number that's
needed. Good for barns






Also I dual 601 Turn-
table $175.00. Call 437-
4143. •
OVERSTOCK Reduction
sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. We have the





27. Mobile Home Sales
8x30 HOUSE TRAILER.
Would be ideal to sit on
lake. $450.00. Phone 1-
3544217.
TWO BEDROOM Mobile




MOBILE HOME 1966, 10
x 56, Porch,'9,4ir Con-
ditioner, under))inned;--
furnished. Call 7534287
or 753-0839. - t
12X70, Two bechloom and
2 bath, 1973 Mobile
Home, house type
windaws1 and doors,
Plitio door, new carpet
„-and.drapes, extra nice.
Call 753-1813:
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
.old, Beautiful. location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
DOUBLE WIDE
HALLMARK set up in
Riviera. Will consider a
trade. Call 753-3672.
ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom central heat
and air on 1  acre
wooded lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745.
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14
x 70, Schultz, all elec-




after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spades for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
FOR LEASE - four







36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square.
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833. .
"FOR LEASE Building,




cross bred young Boar.
Serviceable age. Call
492-886i.
WHEAT STRAW for sale:-
Call 753-8582 or 437-A239;
38 Pets Supphes
COCKER SPANIEL
puppies. One blonde, one










puppies. Also female St.
Bernard, call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p. m.
39. Poultry Supplies
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
7880.
43.Real Estate
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1851
(1) 4900 sq. ft. home
located on a large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury. (2) Small
cottage located on 5
acres, 2 bedrooms,
outside storage ... less
than $15,000. Call





202 Sew* 44 Street
Plisse 7s3-no
SHADY OAKS, Over 2000
sq. ft. of living area on a
tree shaded lot. This
house has a large cedar
paneled family room.
Lots of cabinets and is
close to shopping center
In a" quite exclusive
-ne4ghborhood:7 _
surrounded by other
quality built homes, all
this plus 3 bedrooms and
two baths. Priced in
40's. Phone Koppertid
























































home and 20 acres.
Many outstanding
,features- in this 3




utility room with lots of
-.51strage. -And - -CI1C4V
sunporch which could be




scenic pasture land and
woods. Outbuildings
include modern pole




•- living. Price juit
reduced. Phone KOP-
  __ PERUD  REALTY, .251_












LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball toad. A nice





HOME AND 75 ACRES -
• Opporkunity to own a
modern home and large
acreage tract • at a
reasonable price. Home
is 2 bedroom, brick with
central heat and air,
living room with
fireplace arid , 3-car
carport. Acreage is
completely fenced with 3
ponds, modern stable,
tobacco- base, and other
outbuildings. Quiet,
" secluded and wooded







WANT TO buy a house
that will pay for itself?
Three bedroom brick-
with fireplace, newly
decorated on a nice
shady lot. Paved drives
front and back, large
adjoMing garage,
apartment with private
entrance. Ideal for rent.
Tho blocks off campus.
Must sell. Call 753-5669
Tor appcnntment.
220 ACRE FARM only_2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.












Excellent salary and a great benefit plan. A com-
pany disposition as a member of our in-service
education staff.
A very progressive department with a pleasant .1
working atmosphere. Our 275 bed institution is
vurrenUy building a• brand new hospital and ex-
panding to 401 beds.
Applicants should have a bachelors degree.






We are a equal opportunity employer
AUCTION SALE




SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1000 AM
PROPERTY or rat a ass. Dont NEU
GENIERAL LOCATION:
II miles East of Murray, Ky mile from Kentucky Lake and the
new TVA Wildcat Creek Recreational Area, near "Land Between
the Laces." Paris Landing and Kenlake. -
Moamar Of SELLING:
We are offeting this property in various size tracts. We have
divided 300 acres into small acreage tracts from 4 to 15 acres. All
are fronting a new comity road or facing State Hwy. 614, with a
few 1 acre tracts. Property fronting Hwy. 614 has • 4" water line.
We will offer one 75 +- acre tract of highly productive bottom
land as a farm. The house and machinery shed tract will be sold
separately and grouped with the 75+- acre bact .
1/111PROVIEMDM: - •
• The belling is a modern full brick veneer with 4 siiacious
bedrooms, 1½ baths, living room with fireplace, large eat-in kit-
chen - family room combo, farm office, utility room and garage.
Across the highway is a modern dairy facility with a 30130 liar-
vesture that was erected last year. This approximately 3 acre
tract will be offered individually as one use may well be for a
marine or sporting good center.
AUCTIONEER'S COMMENTS:
The 300 acre tract divided into small acreage tracts proviires
your choice of rolling grassy green hills, some wooded areas and
- level to rolling cleared lands with ultra good views and prime
building sites. "
We are botaided on the North by the new resort subdivision of
Kentucky Lake Enterprises. Bounded on the South by the TVA
Reservation. 'A mile East is the Kentucky Lake with newly
developed *slicing, camping, boat launching, sand beach,
swimming and water sports. 'Calaway Hills" adjoins the Land
.Between the Sakes between P - '..arsj...anding and /Cenlake. The
moat accessible weekend spot for'Weet .KM•ltufky and upper
West Tennessee area.
This is perhaps your only opportunity to get in on the beginning of
the development of this choice area.
The proximity of "Calloway Hills" to Kenlake, Paris Landing
arid The Land Between the Lakes insures your investment. Low
down payment and owner financing make this a potential tax
shelter program.
DIRECTIONS:
From Murray, Ky take 44 East 2 miles, right onto Hwy. 2130, con-
tinue 5 miles and veer left onto Hwy. 614. Go 1 mile to property .
TERMS
15% deposit sale day. Owner financing will be available on the
small acreage tracts. We anticipate modest prices. This ac-
companied by good owner financing and nominal &nen payment
make this property affordable to most working people. Ott the
larger tract - contact your banker, Federal Land Bank or other
sources.
ROADS by Ermine Construction C.., Murray, Ky.
ENGINEERING AND SURVEY by Castel -.Travis aid Aso., Sent..,
Ky.
Tint AND DEEDS by Attorney Gory R. Nererstech, *array, Ky.
DAIRY CATTLE AND FARM MACINMERY WILL WU -ON MCAT,
APRIL /2, 10:00 All
SALES REPRESENTATIVES mu II ilk 7111 PSOPIRTY, SUNDAY,
APRIL 17 ISRU SALE DATE.
FOR INFORMATION ANIVPLAT CONTACT
THOMPSON REALTY a AUCTION SERVICE







- on -acres-oT ground. 21/
TWO ACRES OF land miles east of Almo. Call
east of Almo on blacktop 753-8308,
road. Call 753-4418.
44 Lots For Sale
.5 MILES EAST of town.
Maplewood Estates,
excellent lo with trees,
105' x 152'. Priced to sell.
753-8255 after 5 p. m.
LARGE LOTS for sale
adjoining city limits,
city water. Call 753-5641.
LOT NO. 35, McNally
Ave., Croppie Hollow
Shores, Unit No. 3. Call
901-796-4601.
NEW BRICK home
beautiful wooded lot oh
Highway 641 21/2 miles
North of Hardin. Two.
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood -burner:.
Call 527-1087.
FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2
baths, white brick on
Oaks Country Club golf
course. Mid 60's. Call
753-9931.
NICE OLDER model 3
bedroom home, 2 car
detached garage with 2
12,7511 EACIL-Y our choice • acres. Just off highway
of five (5) building or 94, three miles west of
mobile home lota.'Sizes I.ynn Grove. Priced to
range-trom-mr-rsett.-stsootrCat! 3W2545
100' x 410'. Located on dars alter 6:00 345-2208.
US-641,-5 miles South of
Murray. Call Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
753-2744.
BUILDING. LOTS. We





also one lot on Pot-





off' Highway 94 East.
New 4 -Strand barbed
wire fence with,,., steel
post. Call for more,
details. Fulton --Young
Realty, 753-7333, home •
753-4946.
BY OWNER.: 64%0 acre,
near Dukedom, Ten-
nessee. -4 Bedroom
brick, one bath, new
well. 2.4 Tobacco base.
Call 753-0180.
10 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
South on 121. Three"
bedroom house, stock
barn, hog parlor._ All.
fenced for hogs. Call 753-
0978.
50 ACRE FARM with two
bedroom house. Call 489-
2300 or 753-7108 after 6 p.
m. -
SMALL FARM. -1 acres
fenced located on North
side of Calloway County.
This land .was in soy
beans last year, it also
has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price $850 per acre.
Fulton Young Realty 408
South 4th, 753-7333,
home 753-4946.





two car garage. Perfect
for children, fenced play
area, 12 block from
Robertson School and
two blocks from Murray
State University, on
dead end street. Central
heat and air with low
utility bills. $39,500.00.
Call 753-8096 or 753-7309.
THREE 'BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
MUST SELL!! Reduced






















Then take a look at this
spacious two story birick
home on a 200' x 320' lot
located just simithwest of
-Sturray city limits.
Large- de trees in the
yard, enjo le open
space on all siesiet
• neighbors are neer,





$59,600. If interested we
invite you to take a look.
Call STINSON REALTY
for an appointment, 753-
3744.  -
1. Motorcycles
1973 KAWASKI 500, 3
cylinder. Excellent
condition. phone 753-
5892 or after 5 p. m. 753-
6403.




Call 753-8309 after 5 p.
m.
HONDA 500 loaded with
extras. Show room new.








TOPPER FOR long wheel
base pickup truck. Call
489-2302.
49 Used Cars 8. Trucks
1976 FORD F-250, 4 wheel
drive, automatic, power
steering and brakes,
12,000 miles, like new.
1971 Pinto. Call 753-6345.
1976 VW, Silver; 12000
miles, $2900. Call 753-
9694.
1968 VW - orange, good
tires, good condition.






"Earn Whik You Loam"
JOB TRAINING IN THE LUCRATIVE
FIELD OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
*licensed Practical Norse •Illedkal Lab Technician
•MG/Mechsalcal Sweipmeest .111-11ay Technic:1w
Repair Person slAbilkal Secretory
*Phoning Aid Tedisicissi qxciema Techaician
*Modica Recoris Eleit *Dents' Assistant
•Sarliald hank. •Destai Lab Technician
*Physical Therapy Specialist. *Aid Mary Others
If you are between the ages ot 17 and 35 (male or
female), and can qualify for enlistment in the Ar-
my Reserve, the 807th Surgical Hospital willpay
you to learn one of the many skills in the ex-
panding field of Medical Technology.
For More Information
Call 442-7193
49 Used Cars 6 Trucks
191111 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-




$1250.00. Call 753-9920 or
- 753-3000.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.













radial tires, extra clean.








1976 VW RABBIT, Agates







short wheel „ base,
stepside bed. 6 cyc.
automatic. Has a little
rust, but is in perfect
mechanical condition




owner, AM-FM, 8 track,
air conditioned, luggage
rack, like new, 22000
actual miles. Call 1-395-
7233.




after _6. Must sell.
50 Canners
16"rRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
HOMEMADE: CAMPER
for long wheel base
pickup truck. Call 753-
4657.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
WILL BABISIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too Small.
Call Jimmy and I.! W.
(Dub) 1.yffts, 474-2264.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-231- for free
estimates
FENCE SA LE AT
SEARS no; Call Doug





gutters mstalled per I
your spec;fiLations. Call.
Doug Ta!, :or at 753-2310 i
for free tst:mates.

















rocked. Sand and lime












Group outing? Trip out




NEED TREES cut, or









ficient service. NO job







• BACKHOE WORK and 
and service. Call Tony













Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
.EXpERT BUILDING
and ,,,jemodeling - one
cabinet-,,to complete




- COLSON • ELECTRIC
AND Plumbing. Clent



















































Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -













work needs call John
Lane Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586..
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






after 4 p. m.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
'or job. For free estimate,




















Steam clean one room at
Scents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
omwouidealy-
$8.00. Call Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359.
51 Services Offered
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.









bushhog or mow gar-
dens, lots or lawns. Call,
Jess Young after 7 p. m.,
753-0004.
14M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL GIVE HOUSE to.
anyone  who will tear it,„
down and move it.




CAPTAIN D'S will be taking ap-
plications Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, April 19, 20 and 21, 01
12th & Olive Streets, Murray.






Live only five minutes town but have the privacy of
country living, 21/2 acres With garden space, apple trees,
grape vineyard and large shade frees. This home has five
bedrooms with a fireplace in the ouster bedroom, large
being room with fireplace, dining rains and kitchen. Don't
wait... See it today! Call 753-1492. . toriSta lobs Realtors
-a houseS01.13 word.
(This alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Bulldozing






































Open I 0 e .
















We ter do Ce.ehert
Dantont Warranty Service
Itery 94 hist
I a m te 9 p Tees.. Wed.
eld Tinos 9 e. no to 10 p










Neese, garden, sato, sewer,
power VW concrete teals end
etc
753-5703
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Gentry Lovett Dies -
At Hospital With
Rites_ Held Today
Genfry Lovett of 753 Riley
Court, Murray, died Saturday
at 11:50 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 75 years of age and had
been ill for severalIears.
The Murray man, a retired
farmer and carpenter, was a
,nember of the Coles Camp
Ground United _Methodist
Church. Born June 17, 1901, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William Lovett
and Ella Parrish Lovett. He
was preceded in death by one
son, Joel Lovett in 1932, and
one brother, Fred Lovett in
1970.
Mr. Lovett is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Erma Parrish
Lovett, to whom he was
married on November 6, 1927;
one daughter, Mrs: Franklin
rus, • ar in; six
sons. Damon, 1506 Oxford,
kamon, 1507 Dudley, Cecil,
1512 Chaucer, all of Murray,
Rudy and Ted, Murray Route
One; and Wendell, West
Memphis, Ark:
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Palace Fennell,
305 North Fifth Street,
Murray, Mrs. -Alice Ford,
Benton, and Mrs. Willie
Hopkins, 1104 Mulberry,
Murray; one brother, Lonzo
Lovett, Almo Route One:
fifteen grandchildren. -
The funeral was held this
morning at 10:30 at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Charles Yancy and the Rev.
Johnson Easley officiating.
Music was by Bobbie Burkeen
and Juanita Lee.
Pallbearers were Donald-
• Wade Lovett,- Randy Lovett,
Robin Lovett, Kenneth An-
drus, Kevin Lovett, and Keith







G le n more . Kline '' died
Sunday at fo ,a.m. at his
home on Murray Route Four.
He was 75 years of age and
had been in ill health.
His death was due to a self
inflicted pistol wound, ac-
cording to Maxs.,,Morris,
• Calloway County corbner. His
w Mrs.- • - Winnie • - H
Willoughby- Kline, died on
February 26 of this year.
Mr. Kline was a retired
grocery store owner and
farmer. He was a member of
the New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church and of the Farmington
Masonic Lodge. Born July 14,
1901, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Glen
Kline and Etta Jewel Kline.
One son, Wildie Sherman
Kline, died December 1, 1959.
Funerals 
B. H. (Bufe) Brown
Dies This Morning
Mrs. Henry Elliott
Dies At Her Home
B. H. (Bute) Brown died this 
Mrs. Henry (Ella Ann
morning at 4:50 at the 
Elliott of 502 Pine street,
Westview Nursing Home. He 
S)an'sY,died Sunday at 2:30 p
was 89 years of age and
fn. at her home. She was 88
-45'
former resident of the 
years of age.
National Hotel, Murray. 
The Mui ray Woman was a
member of the First United
Mr. Brown is survived :by
two sisters, Mts. Calvin 
Methodist Church and the J.
N. Williams Chapter of the
Wilson of Hazel Route Two United Daughters of the
and Mrs. Claude • Tapp of
Paducah. .• 
Confederacy. Born , April .22.
1888, in Stewart COunty, Tn.,
she was the daughter of the
late George Rowlett and Ann
Carney Rowlett.
Mrs. Elliott is survived by
her husband, Henry Elliott, to
whom she was married. 69
years ago last September 14:
one step sister, Mrs. Aca
Smith, Murray; half brother,
Benny Rowlett, Springville.
Tn.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge-of the
The funeral will be held at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
burial to follow in the Murray
City Cemetery. The day and
time of the funeral will be
announced later.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
tonight (Monday).
Harmon Farmer Is
Survivors are one son, Paul Dead At Ap 67. a -rrangtements.
Murray Lodge To Meet.
At New Lodge Building
Murray Lodge`No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
hold its first meeting in the
new lodge hall tonight
(Monday) at 7:30 p. m.
- -The lodge -is located on 
Eig1iWax_121 North (Cold-
water Road); . approximately




Let at Waal ne.
Mrs. Kathryn Otettanat
Phone 743.307.1
L. tar Um lama Sam • a• emit'
two sisters, Mrs. Mary
Wright, Royal Oak, Mich., and
Mts. Otis Willoughby, Murray
Route Five; one brother,
Rupert Kline, Washington,
- Mich.; four grandchildren,
Jerry, Dennis, .C.arl, and
Paula Kline; two great
grandchildren, Corey and. .
Amy Kline. of the Bethany Parkway
Funeral services will be Artinited Methodist Church,
held Tuesday at two 1). Tn. ar"`Memphis, Tn., a retired
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Harry Yates of-
ficiating and the Warren
Quartet providing the music.
-Pallbearers will' be Jerry,
Carl, and Dennis Kline, J. R.
Smith, Tommy Parker, and
Randall Patterson. Burial will
follow in the McCuistoh
Cemetery.





Zellnar Orr, 88 year old
resident of Puryear, Tn., died
early Sunday morning at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn.
The deceased was owner of
the Paris Hardware Store for
over forty years. He was a
deacon und •n'eTflbei of 'the
Puryear Baptist Church. He
was married October 10, 1914,
to • the former Essie
Kuykendall, and she died
January 24, 1967. Born April
22, 1888, in Callotvay County,
he was the son of the late Lynn
D. Orr and Anna Barrett Orr.
Mr. Orr is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Hoyt
(LaBree) Miller, Puryear,
Tn.. and Mrs_ Ewell (Velma)
Orr, Paris, Tn.; two sons, Joe
On, Puryear, 'hi., and Lynn
Orr, Memphis, Tn.; nine
grandchildrelY; five great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the Puryear Baptist Church
with Dr. Robert Lee Orr of
Dyersburg, Tn., and the Rev.
H. D. Hudson of Puryear, Tn.,
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Mickey
and Randy Orr, Mark Miller,
Jerry McElroy, Gary Gam-
Win, and Hank Adams. Burial
will be in the Paschall
-.-Cemetery with the
a gements by the
Ridgevlay.:Morticians, Paris,
Tn., where fPieq4s may call
until ten a.m. Tuesday when






An gthei.it says there is no God because he has no god
in his heart. He does not recognize god's presence
because he has no sense of His presence. He responds
to anti-God propaganda but refuses to- listen to those
who try to change his opinion.
Simply put, there are believers and non-believers.
Only one can be right. The other must be Mistaken.
Both face an unpredictable future but both know there
will be a natural course in life's termination. When this
happens-for the sake of illustration-let's suppose the
atheist is right. Let's suppose there is no God; let's sup-
pose there will be no eventual confrontation with God.
In that case, what has either the believer or the non-
believer lost? The answer is obvious. Nothing. On the
other hand, let's suppose there is a God; let's suppose
the believer and the non-believer both face an eventual
t•onfrontation with Him. In that case, what does the
believer stand to gain, the non-believer stand to lose?
Without presupposing the magnitude of God's mercy,
or how He will exercise it, doesn't it seem logical the
believer will lose less and gain more than the non-
believer? Does this make sense? We think it does. . .




Harmon Farmer, a former
resident of Calloway County,
died Friday at three p.m. at
the Veterans Hospital,
Memphis, Tn. He was 67 years
of age. - -
Mr. Farmer was a member
employee °loathe Pace Cor-
poration at Memphis and a
veteran of World War H. Born
June 16, 1909, he was the son of
the late Eaker Farmer and
Stella Haley Farmer.
The deceased is survived by
his wife; Mrs. Cordelia
Caraway Farmer, Memphis,
Tn.; one daughter, Mrs. Bob
iSue) Melber; one,
son, Jimmy Farmer, Mem-
phis, Tn.; three sisters, Mrs.
Mary Ray, Murray Route
One, Mrs. Jim (Lola Belle)
Hughes, Lone Oak, and Mrs.
Zell (Christine). .Cooper,
Mayfield; one brother, Rudy
Farmer. Omaha, Nen; six
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two' p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Elvis Clayton of Lone Oak
officiating. The song service is
by singers from Goshen known that the energy
Carol 
Methodist Church withi-4,aami4Le.0-mbules-nienflat”ty- Advanced Lifesaving
Larel Venable as organist. conservation measures, such
Serving as pallbearers are
Randy Hughes, Clifton Hale,
Tommy Carraway, Charles
Ray; Gene Dale Ray, and
Howard Smith. Buiial will be
in the Goshen Cemetery.
Congress. . .
bruises.
Moran said the accident
occurred about 8:20 a. m. on
Ky. 58, 4.6 miles west of
i Continued From liege 1 i Benton.
most Americans in, a one-shot
economic stimulation effort.
But Carter has given up un
the $50- payments and Senate.- 
'
handlers of the bill now seem n Pricesoyf fstorocks of nished 
tol cal interest 
athe Ledner 
ft.
certain to put off action while Times by I. M. Simon Cn. are as follows:
they decide whether to con-
sider the measure at all. They 1,7'reg, Av 313/4 +&
could decide to salvage por- Arri. motors 
4... toto
Ahiafld 
lions of Carter's plan by at- AT ST Oil  434 +11
331,4 Alt
taching them to other Ford Motor   21111 -!:
, Gen. Dynamics 231v -1/2
measures. . Gen. Motors 614% -Its
Republicans, meanwhile: Gen. Tire ' •  771•‘ 
As
were repeating their demands t'Tjh 
31's -1.-.
294s -'4
for a permanent tax cut in Pennwalt 





place of the one-time rebates Republic Steel 
332;1:4 unland other payments, even Singer Mfg   ,. llunc
though Carter said at a news Taarepstern Union 17411 Aii
-'•conference Friday. he would zenith Radio Ws. 
vetoany legislation containing ' - - . ,- - - '' ,-Pvices of steek ef leeat iMerest at now
such provisions. FITT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
With the removal of the Times by First of Michigan. Cor
p., of
Mueray, are as follows.
immediate prospect of a long ,
debate over the $50 payments. -ttrub„,..lem incr. '2154,,, 
-
+46,
Congress turned its attentioo ..;,490=-4". . , . -4;-•  '
to Carter's, proposals for a Kimberly Clark 443/ we
nationattnergy program. The tv'intir Grace . . 
-  571s -as.
President is to present them T,etacrt:l 
Rime. 
. .......  29 '+'t
213% 41
formally at a joint House and (6'eftan!Corp 3 3S 3%1 1" .t‘ .4.ii n : C
Senate session Wednesday. Georgia Pacific 









+4.country in a broadcast talk Kirsch 1Skii
It already is generals
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Rex Beach Is Dead -
At Age 74; Rites
To Be Wednesday
Rex Beach of Kirksey Route
.One_died suddenly Sunday at
seven a. m. at his home. He
was 74 years of age, and was
born August 30, 1902, to the
late Miles Beach and Alma
Norsworthy Beach of
Calloway County.
Mr. Beach is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Vivian Baldwin
Beach, Kirksey Route One;
two daughters, Mrs. Bill
(Betty r Ellis, Colorado
Springs, Colo., and Mrs. Joe
(Virginia) Kemp, Mayfield
Route Five; one sister, Mrs.
Corbit C. (Marelfe) Farless,
1311 Vine Street, Murray; two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Tom
(Mary Lee) Hunt, Fancy
Farm, and Mrs. Wilson (Sue)
rvan, Hazel Park, Mich.;
th8e4epsons, Bill Baldwin,
Mayfiel ute Five, Timmy
Baldwin, Viih g; Ill., and
Clifton Baldwin, Hfllsie, Ill.;
as an increase in the gasoline r
tax of as much as 50 cents a Course To Be Given
gallon over a period of several
years. The package also is The Calloway County Red
Crots Chapter add the waterexpeet6c1 to include a-tax of up
to $2,500 on new gas_guzzi,Ing safety instructor class-rot
cars, along with incentives to Murray State University will
both individuals and conduct an Advanced
businesses to conserve fuel. Lifesaving class for the public
beginning April 25. The courseAmong features Of the
Carter tax bill considered will be held in the university
certain to be retained in one Pool and will begin at 6:30 p.
_ m.way or another are con on that date.
tinuations of tax reductions Students may register by
now in effect, but due to ex- calling the Red Cross Chapter
pire. Office, 743-1421. Classes will
The bill would- extend run for five nights, Monday
through 1978 a general tax through Friday of that week,
credit that allows a taxpayer and will offer certification to
to take off his bill $35 for those who may needathis for
himself and each of his summer jobs.  _There is no
dependents, or alternatively charge for the course.__
to take a 2 per cent credit, up
to $180, on his income. Also to Students may purchase a
he extended is an earned 'in- textbook at the chapter office
come credit up to $400, when they enroll for $2.25, or
benefilting low-income at the university bookstore at
working families. A tern- any time.
porary cut in the tax on the
first $50,000 annual income of
corporations also is likely to
survive.
Another-provision of the bill
likely to be saved is one that
would simplify tax forms and
give an estimated tax cut to 46
million couples, while raising




The funeral will be only 
to those who 'do not
Wednesday at 10:30 a. m. at -;
the chapel of the Max Chur- woul
chill Funeral Home with the 
standard
Rev. John Jones and the Rev. for -single perso
Charles Yancy officiating. f
or coupleS filing joint
The Music and song service
and Daytha McCallon..Burialt 
Pay Raisewill be by Clarice Norsworthy
will follow in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery. A
Friends may call at the
funeral after six p. m. tonight For In mates(Monday).
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Nutrition Program At
• A $5.04 minimum monthly
Center Now Each Day wage for Kentucky' State
Penitentiary inmates has been
The Calloway County Mid approved by the state Bureau
Murray Nutrition Program for Corrections.
for the Elderly began today The new minimum, $2.04
serving meals five days a higher than the previous
week at the Douglas Corn- standard, is the basis of
munity Building here in: sweeping payroll . changes
Murray. This is for persons announced by George Wilson,
over sixty years of age. deputy commissioner of the
The correct number for state Bureau of Corrections, in
persons to call for the Meals-is an effort to provide prisoners
753-8938 and not the number an incentive for good








BENTON, Ky. - A tire
blowout Saturday left a
Marshall Country/maw with
minor injuries and about
10,000 pounds of lime dumped
into a roadside field.
Trooper .Ronnie Moran said
Mrs. Ann H. Darnall, 50,
Benton Rt. 3, was driving a
truck loaded with lime when
one of the truck's tires blew.
The woman lost control of the
truck which came to rest
upside down. The bed of the
-truck separated from the rest'
of the vehicle, the trooper
said.
Her husband, Earl Darnall,
was driving a second truck
immediately in front of Mrs.
Darnall. He was not involved nesday when Carter addresses
m the accident. a joint session of Congress.
Mrs. Darnall was thrown ni Oval Office address hasbee
from the truck, Moran said. dubbed by some White
House officials as Carter'sA spokesman at Benton
Hospital Saturday said Mrs. "the sky is falling speech." It
Darnall was in good conctition will begin a week largely
Carter Prcparing Tco_VVaya
Of Impendjng Energy Crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter is preparing
to warn the American people
that "the sky is falling" as far
as energy is concerned and
that there must be sacrifices
now to hold off ahrupt and
painful shortages in the
future.
Carter is beginning an
intensive campaign, to win
public - accvistant of his
national energy plan, which he
will outline tonight in his
second "fireside chat."
The energy - Obey will be
revealed in depth on Wed-
Tonight, Carter is expected
to compare the gravity of the
energy problem to America's
part in World War II, with a
personal appeal to national
unity and sacrifice designed
"to avoid another Pearl
Harbor," the White House
official said: _
The President remained in
Washington over the weekend
td' -lint final touches on the
energy package. Aides to
White House energy adviser
James Schlesinger said final
decisions on parts of the
program were still being
made Sunday afternoon.
The proposal has not yet
been made public officially,
but its major elements were
one of Washington's worst




and the address to Congress,
the President also has
scheduled a news conference
Thursday morning to discuss
energy.
lp addition to the gasoline
tax. Carter's program also is
expected to. offer tax in-
centives for homeowners to
insulate their houses; require
utility companies to cdnvert to
coal; allow domestic oil prices
to rise to the wOrld price level-




Federal State Market News Service
April it 1177
Kentucky Purdmee Area Bog Market
Report Includes, Buying Stations
Receipts: Ad. 1M3 Est. 400 Barrows
and had been admitted for devoted to persuading the 
One source said over the Gilts nxotlY 11 Wither Sown ateadYUS 14 woo Ilas. sm.soassys
observation of a minor con_ public and Congress that weekend 
that an additional us 1430044016s. 430.1646.110-
•  ,..okwa44.09,-,1"4-siziagsea-------fit-trticiet4e”-----4ederei--gasointe-tekv 
vrttietr.' 410b•-.210.210tb. 
Sows
LTS 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 14 300-450 lbs.
US 14 420420
US 24 300400 lbs.
Boars 191041.00
measures are needed to meet could rise to 50 cents a gallon
the nation's energy needs. by the mid 1980s, will be in-
One' White House official chided in the plan. The federal
familiar with the prepared gasoline tax now is four cents
address said Carter will tell per gallon.
them we must conserve now to The source said there are
avoid real hardships later other potentially 'con
on." troversial items, which





broadcast by all three
commercial television net-
works at 8 p.m. EST.
The official said Carter will
describe in straightforward
terms the history of the
energy crisis worldwide back
to the 1930s, then will,ask in
advance for _support of the
tough energy package to be





AURORA, Ky. - An 11-
year-old Marshall County boy
was listed in satisfactory
condition at Lourdes Hospital
- in Paducah Saturday after the
motor bike he was riding was 20330 qiratica, Robert W. 
streek-hy-a-ear-near-here.- - Tiivasi, Clyde
Trooper Ronnie Moran
identified the boy as Michael
W. Thorn, Benton Rt. 5. Driver
of the car was listed as Lu
Haley, 21, Hardin Rt. 1.
Moran said the Thorn
youngster pulled out into the
path of the Haley vehicle at
the intersection-of Ky. 10 and
Rudolph Road about eight-
tenths mile west of Aurora at
about 10:45 a. m.
The youngster, he said, was
thrown from his motor bike
and into-the windshield of the
car. The car carried the boy
about 100 feet down the high-
way before coming to a stop.
The hike was thrown about 50
feet from the point of impact,
said Moran.
The trooper said the boy
-,-suffered possible fractures of
both arms and lacerations.-
Ms. Haley received only a
minor injury, he said. A
passenger, Lynn Haley, 15,
Hardin Rt. 1, was uninjured.
No charges were expected
to be filed, he said.
small circle of presidential
energy advisers. He declined
to reveal them.
Carter will make three
separate television ap-
pearances during the week to
talk about energy problents
and his -proposals, which he
has acknowledged will cost
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16 Intertwines 36 Obtain 52 Real estate
.1 8 Edible seed 3111,129ed map -
20C h art Ountain 54 Advantage
22 Entertain crest 55 Seed
23 L iclUid 41 Prison • Container
measure attendant 56 Reverence
25 Small rug 43 Existed .57 Female
,27 Stories 4 5 Lubricant sheep
28 Wear awaf 47 Mournful 59 Illuminated
30 Beam 49 Following 60 Resort
32 Greek letter second 63 Article
(Continued from Page 3)
19946- Solider, Eugene J. 16.86
19972- Spann, Joe H. _ 140.54.
19973 Spann, Joe H.  104.13
19974 -Spann, Joe H. '134.64
19990 -Sparks, Donald 9  63
19996 -Spearry, June  
20040- Stacey, J. C 
- .20061 -Stalls, Walter E
20077 - Stanley, Charles E.
20135- Stauder, Thomas J
20185 Stephenson, Donald
20218 - Steward, Raymond 832
20219 Stewart, Reginald
20239 -StJohn, James N
20270 Stone, Bobby pee
20291 - Stone, Joe Pat
20309- Storts, George R.









20424 - Sullivan, John di Jacquelyn Michicich
20425 -Sullivan, John F.
20439 - Sutherland, Charles E
20449 - Sweet, Shawn M.






20463 - Swinciall, H '832
20525- Tancrede, Sgt. Donald T. 14.26
20566- Taylor, Chap 204.21
20591- Taylor, Joe B.  .6.32
20605- Taylor, Robert Bacon 41.38
20675 - Thomas, Kenneth W. 183.50
20692 - Thomas, Raymond A 699
20723- Thompson, George W.
20724- Thompson, George W.
20912- Tillman. Edward 
21074 - Trosper, John R. 8  32
21076- Trotter, Edgar Powell III
21077 - Trotter, John D.
21126 - Tucker, James R. Sr.
21153- Tumilowics, Mike




21212 -Turner, Ray 
21249- Udey, Irene
21250- Udley, Irene 1 
21251 -Udley, Irene 
21352- Vanderhoff, Thomas M.
21442- Waddle, Billy R.
21458.- Wagster, Michael K.
21502- Walker, Franklin
Answer to SATURDAY Puzzle - 21518- Walker, James R.
.21519 - Walker, James W.
21527- Walker, John R.
, 21628- Walters, Joel W 
21706- Washer„Jeanetta
21734 -Watkins. Robert L. 
21757 - Watson, Joe T j '
21778- Watts, William
21795- Weaver, Lindsay A.
21829 - Wells, Billy. .
21846- Wells, John
21933 Wheeler, Oynaul J.
, 21934- Wheeler, Oynaul J.
21959- White. George, A. ..
21976- White, Jimmy
21979 - White, John-T. Deed.
21994 - White, Robert L.
22060 - Wiles, Shirley S 
22125- Williams, Charles
22128- Williams, Charles B.
22151 - Williams Edward & Joyce
22159- Williams, Gerald K.
22208- Williams, Marl L..
22226- Williams, Robert C.
22247 Williamson, Clyde V. Jr.
22345- Wilson. J. B.
22414 - Wilson, William W.
22420- Winarski. John W.
22421 - Winarski, Tammy Yvonne
22465 - Winter Charles W.
22474 - Wischmeir, Ralph E.
22489- Wideman, Burlene
22500- Wolf, Carl E. Jr.


































































22566- Wooten, Clifford D.
22643- Wyatt, Glen E. 
22698- Yeager,Robert D.
22710- Yopp, John L. 
22773- Youngblood, Ronald.' 
22828- Zintbaurn, Samuel  
12.28
6.99
6.99
8.96
10.75
8.27
 10.95
70.36
6.32
6.99
 12.81
•
•
- '
